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Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TReason8 Films

Harry Jarvis, Ella-Rae Smith, Alhaji Fofana, Keith Allen
Fantasy
D. James Newton
Completed

Alexandra Manning +44 7711282814
info@reason8films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 7914 621 232

Synopsis:
When Tim, a 15yr old budding graffiti artist, and his two best friends Vic and Alf, bunk off from a school trip at the Natural
History Museum, they stumble into a Press Conference being held by Lena Eidelhorn, a mad Scientist who is unveiling her latest invention, The
Vitalitron.
The Vitalitron is capable of predicting the time of death of any living creature and when Tim sneaks inside, he discovers he only has two hours
left to live. Chased across London by tabloid journalists Tooley and Graves, Tim and his friends agree on a bucket list that will cram a lifetime
into the next two hours. Meanwhile, Lena makes plans to ensure that the Vitalitron’s prophecy becomes true no matter what...

3 Days On Planet Earth

TSC Films Int'l
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +33 4 93 39 89 87
info@scfilmsinternational.com
Market Office: 24 La Croisette, 3fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Science-fiction
Phillip Escott
Pre-Production

Synopsis:

An alien spaceship crash lands onto Efa’s farm with devastating consequences for all! A sci-fi action adventure.

7 Sins

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TDarkside Releasing

Chiara Pavoni, Sophia Cacciola
Horror
Domiziano Christopharo
Completed

Vince D'Amato
vince@darksidereleasing.com
Market Office: Canadian Pavilion 121
Home Office tel:

Synopsis:
7 Sins is divided into seven segments, each one unique in its voice, acting, story, and style. While the seven deadly sins are
cemented in Catholic Theology and are always the same, the interpretation by any single person is always different, and this assemblage is no
exception. This film uses the themes within its subtext and introduces, and then wildly perverts, the punishments associated with the 7 Deadly
Sins. The overall atmosphere is one of uneasiness that, in addition to a fair amount of disturbing visuals, is amplified by its pulse-pounding
soundtrack.

Aasha And The Street Dogs
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jim Sturgeon, Nick Haverson
Family
Frederick du Chau
Post-Production

TC International

Paul Hudson
camille.cheneval@cintsales.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Cormoran 3rd fl

Synopsis:
AASHA AND THE STREET DOGS is the heart-warming tale of Aasha, a spirited and brave three-legged street dog who
dreams of a better life. The first live-action all-animal feature to be shot in India, AASHA AND THE STREET DOGS stars an extraordinary cast of
dogs, pigs, camels, cows and a charismatic young street kid.

Adventure Boyz
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jon Campling
Family
Howard J Ford
Completed

TLatitude Films
Howard Ford +44 797 745 0673
howard@latitude-films.co.uk
Market Office: La Palm d'Or, 5 Rue Rouguière
Home Office tel: +44 7977 450 673

Synopsis:
The Goonies' meets 'Home Alone! When a horde of diamonds are stolen from England's largest castle by notorious crime
boss (Jon Campling, Harry Potter's 'Death Eater') the last thing he and his band of criminals expected to be up against are two boys on BMX and
their Speedway racing Dad!

Another Bloomin' Christmas
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Animation
Dave Unwin
Pre-Production

TGFM Films

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
The next animated movie based on Raymond Briggs’ much loved & instantly recognisable take on Father Christmas. This
straight-talking, no-nonsense but warm-hearted Santa will be seen getting to grips with today’s modern world; one that sees children instantly
ordering what they want with the swipe of a tablet followed by immediate delivery by drone.

Archive
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TIndependent
Theo James, Stacy Martin
Science-fiction
Gavin Rothery
Pre-Production

Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Blanca
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
2049. Two and a half years into a three year research contract, George Almore is on the verge of a breakthrough. Stationed
halfway up a snow-capped mountain near Kyoto at a secret facility codenamed 'The Garden', he has been working on a model that is a true
human-equivalent android. His prototype is almost complete. But this most sensitive phase of his work is also the riskiest. Especially as George
has an ulterior motive for his work that must be hidden at all costs: Being re-united with his dead wife, Jules.
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Armageddon Gospels
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kate Alderton, Scott Temple, Lucy Harrigan, Tereza
Kamenicka, Claire Tregellas, Laura Wolfe, Sabrina Rodríguez
Fantasy
John Harrigan
Completed

TCrossing The Screen

Domenico Della Valle +44 7961 896 149
domenico@crossingthescreen.org
Home Office tel: +44 7961 896 149

Synopsis:
Refugee gods, transposed to flesh and blood, wash ashore to rouse the myths of ancient England, half-drowned in a
forgotten past. They disperse through shifting realities to awaken the giant Albion and find the holy grail in a ritual to save England from the rot
of darkness and hatred that’s strangling its soul.

The Aspern Papers
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jonathan Rhys Meyers, Joely Richardson, Vanessa Redgrave
Drama
Julien Landais
Completed

TARRI Media Int'l
Moritz Hemminger +33 4 92 99 32 04
worldsales@arri.de
Market Office: Lerins M11
Home Office tel: +49 89 38 09 12 88

Synopsis:
Set in Venice in the late 19th century, it tells of an American editor determined to get his hands on the letters his icon, the
Romantic poet Jeffrey Aspern, wrote to his beautiful lover and muse, Juliana Bordereau. Juliana lives in a Venetian palazzo with her niece Miss
Tina, who she seems to control and Morton tries to manipulate. But when the ambitious adventurer trifles with Miss Tina’s affections she learns
to see through his scheme.
The Aspern Papers tells a story of obsession, grandeur lost and dreams of Byronic adventures. The film was shot where Henry James actually
wrote it - on original locations in Venice. From script stage on, French director Julien Landais was supported by Executive Producer and recent
Academy Award winner James Ivory.

Astral

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TFilm Seekers
Frank Dillane, Vanessa Grasse, Damson Idris
Horror
Chris Mul
Completed

Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7850 096510
info@film-seekers.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Albatros 2nd fl #20
Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698

Synopsis:
As a student of metaphysics, Alex discovers the practice of astral projection and the scientific possibility of a dimension
outside our own. Coming to terms with the premature death of his mother during his childhood,Alex turns to astral projection in an attempt to
reconnect with her.
As his experiments escalate, Alex continues to isolate himself from those who care for him. With every trip into the unknown, Alex’s mental state
declines further, as it becomes apparent that someone... or rather something has been crossing over with him.

Bait

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TThe Festival Agency
Edward Rowe, Simon Sheperd, Mary Woodvine, Giles King
Drama
Mark Jenkin
Completed

Leslie Vuchot +33 6 13 81 20 20
info@thefestivalagency.com
Market Office: Riviera H6
Home Office tel: +33 9 54 90 48 63

Synopsis:
Behind the picture postcard veneer of a Cornish fishing village trouble brews, two brothers, cove fishermen, at war with
each other over how to make a living from the small family fishing boat. And sitting right in the middle is a complication; a son/nephew, a
member of the next generation, a personification of compromise. When a tit for tat with incomers escalates and a prank goes horribly wrong
the brothers are forced to unite and face the future together. Capturing life in a marginal community Bait explores family breakdowns, love and
grief. Bait was shot in late Autumn 2017 on 16mm film using a 1970’s Bolex camera and processed using Mark’s distinct hand processing
method giving a unique depth and beauty to the image.

Balance Not Symmetry
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Laura Harrier, Kate Dickie, Bria Vinaite
Drama
Jamie Adams
Post-Production

TTrigger Films

Nicole Hofer +44 7775 633 711
nicole@triggerfilms.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7825 564 22

Synopsis:
An American student who is living a privileged existence at Glasgow School of Art when her father unexpectedly dies.
Consumed with her loss, she finds herself re-examining both her life and inner circle.

The Banishing
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TWestEnd Films
Jessica Brown Findlay, Sean Harris
Horror
Chris Smith
Post-Production

Jonathan Walik +33 7 54 59 51 89
info@westendfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, entr. C, 1st floor
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300

Synopsis:
1936, England. Linus, his wife Marianne, and their daughter Adelaide move into town, where Linus has been posted as the
new reverend. He’s been tasked by the Church to renew the villagers’ faith, which has been lost after the disturbing, unexplained deaths of the
previous reverend’s family — at the very same mysterious manor where Linus and his family have settled into.
Soon after their arrival, strange events start to occur: ghostly voices, dark figures dressed as monks, mysterious totems, and Adelaide’s behaviour
becoming stranger by the day. It soon becomes clear that a malicious entity seeks to possess Adelaide and that the Church is hiding a terrible
secret…
As the menacing spirit grows stronger, Linus and Marianne have to confront their beliefs and enlist the help of Harry Reed, a famous Occultist.
Together, they must uncover the terrifying truth about their house and the paranormal force which inhabits it… and hope it isn’t already too late
for Adelaide.
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The Bay Of Silence
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Brian Cox, Claes Bang, Olga Kurylenko
Thriller
Paula Van Der Oest
Post-Production

TInternational Film Trust

Alex Hundt +1 323 702 9258
inquiries@iftsales.com
Home Office tel: +1 424 278 4224

Synopsis:
The sudden disappearance of his wife and children after the traumatic birth of their son sends Will on a frantic search
across Europe to regain his family and piece his life back together. As the mystery behind his wife’s actions slowly begins to take a dark and
menacing form, Will is determined to seek out the truth—no matter the cost.

Beats

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TAltitude Film Sales
Martin Donaghy, Laura Fraser, Rachel Jackson
Drama
Brian Welsh
Completed

Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
1994, a small town in central Scotland. Best mates Johnno and Spanner share a deep bond. Now on the cusp of adulthood,
life is destined to take them in different directions – Johnno’s family are moving him to a new town and a better life, leaving Spanner behind to
face a precarious future.But this Summer is going to be different for them, and for the country. The explosion of the free party scene and the
largest counter-cultural youth movement in recent history is happening across the UK.
In pursuit of adventure and escape, the boys head out on one last night together to an illegal rave. Stealing cash from Spanner’s older brother,
under the hazy stewardship of pirate radio DJ D-Man, the boys’ journey into an underworld of anarchy, freedom and a full on collision with the
forces of law and order.A universal coming of age story, set to a soundtrack as eclectic and electrifying as the scene it gave birth to, BEATS is a
story for our time – of friendship, rebellion and the irresistible power of gathered youth.

The Billion Dollar Game
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Rob Ryan
Production

Synopsis:

A feature documentary about the video game franchise Grand Theft Auto

Black Angel
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TIndependent
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Blanca
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

TAmadeus Entertainment

John Rhys-Davies, Tchéky Karyo, Michael Higgs, Alan
McKenna
Fantasy
Roger Christian
Pre-Production

Ksenia Volochkovskaya +39 334 741 9013
info@amadeus-ent.com
Market Office: Riviera E17
Home Office tel: +44 20 8180 2731

Synopsis:
Based on the short film, originally commissioned by George Lucas, Black Angel was to complement the Star Wars universe.
Black Angel, a crucial part of the Star Wars legacy and long-lost national treasure, is to be made into an epic new feature film with an all-star
cast. An epic fantasy based on a Knight who undertakes a classic heroes journey to fight the Black Angel and the Demon King in the lands of
Serandal.
Guided by the sorcerer Myrddin and aided by Princess Kyna the daughter of a rival King, they take on an epic adventure to stop the darkness
from taking over the lands and allowing the Demon King to reign supreme.

Black Flowers

THouse Of Film

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Krista De Mille, Andrea Sweeney-Blanco
Action/Adventure
Martin Gooch
Completed

Synopsis:

In a post apocalyptic North America one family fights for survival.

Blackbird
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:
'Silent Heart'.

TMillennium Media

Susan Sarandon, Kate Winslet, Mia Wasikowska, Rainn
Wilson, Sam Neill
Comedy
Roger Michell
Post-Production

Ilya Pavlov +33 4 92 99 32 35
rqasem@nuimage.net
Market Office: Riviera J1
Home Office tel: +1 310 388 6900

A terminally ill mother arranges to bring her family together one last time before she dies. A remake of the 2014 Danish film

Blazing Samurai
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ava B +1 818 481 1289
info@houseoffilm.net
Market Office: Palais -1 21.01
Home Office tel: +1 310 777 0237

Animation
Chris Bailey
Production

TGFM Films

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
An action packed animated comedy for all the family inspired by Mel Brooks’ timeless classic, Blazing Saddles. Hank, a
loveable dog with a head full of dreams about becoming a samurai, sets off in search of his destiny. Unfortunately for him, what he finds
instead is the strange and unwelcoming town of Kakamucho. There, he sticks out like a sore thumb for he is a dog and everyone else is a…cat!
Can he win them over? Can he defeat the dastardly deeds of a narcissistic kitty who plans to take over the town? With a little bit of kitten luck
and bowl-full of help from a once great samurai warrior, Jimbo, he might just do it.
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Blue Wonder
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TDevilworks

Elyse Dufour, Michael Badalucco, Ed Corbin, Brennan Keel
Cook, Sandra Elise Williams
Western
Hermes Cavagnini
Completed

Paul Yates +44 7731 386 063
info@devilworks.eu
Market Office: Riviera G14
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063

Synopsis:
A young troubled model becomes mixed up with the mafia, when she helps her love interest solve a dark family mystery,
that leads to betrayal and corruption

The Boat
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Distribution
Joe Azzopardi
Thriller
Winston Azzopardi
Completed

Evelyn Xing +44 7493 127 126
office@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 23 rue Macé
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
A lone fisherman on his daily run finds himself lost in a thick fog which proves impossible to navigate. The worst is yet to
come when his encounter with a seemingly abandoned sailboat becomes a fight for survival against an enemy unknown.

Boogie Man
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TPremiere Entertainment Group
Amy Jackson, Kush Khanna, Jerry-Jane Pears, Nick Moran
Romance
Andrew Morahan
Completed

Devin Carter +1 323 601 3924
gabriela@premiereent.com
Market Office: Riviera J3
Home Office tel: +1 213 534 3139

Synopsis:
A teenager (Khanna) falls head over heels for a model (Pears) he meets at a 1970s-themed event in London. Now he'll try to
dance into her heart and win her over.

Brighton
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TParkland Pictures
Phil Davis, Lesley Sharp, Larry Lamb, Marion Bailey
Comedy
Stephen Cookson
Post-Production

Mitch Clare +44 7817 605 341
info@parklandpictures.com
Market Office: Riviera L16
Home Office tel: +44 20 3432 1696

Synopsis:
A typical day in Brighton during the mid 1980’s; two working class couples - Derek and Dinah, Dave and Doreen - are on a
day trip to the beach. But Brighton is changing, and the friends can't keep up. The result is a vengeful act of violence that exposes the gaps and
similarities between class, gender and sexual orientations.
BRIGHTON compassionately explores the mutual incomprehension inherent in the divide between the middle and working classes.

Bruce Lee And The Outlaw
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Florin Hora, Anghelescu Costica Nicusor, Raluca Pahomi
Documentary
Joost Vandebrug
Completed

TTaskovski Films

Tijana Djukic +33 6 79 23 53 74
info@improntafilms.com
Market Office: Riviera H6
Home Office tel: +44 7562 977 143

Synopsis:
Nicu, a young homeless boy, is adopted by Bruce Lee, the notorious "King of the Underworld" and goes to live with him in
the tunnels underneath Bucharest.
Filmed over six years, BRUCE LEE & THE OUTLAW is a modern-day Oliver Twist story under the streets of Bucharest.

Cagefighter
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution
Josh Herdman, Michelle Ryan, Michael Jai White
Martial arts
Jesse Quinones
Pre-Production

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Cormoran 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
Cagefighter follows mixed martial arts champion Reiss (Herdman) who unexpectedly loses a heavily promoted match to
Randy Stone, a WWE star who is making his crossover debut in the MMA fighting world.

Calm With Horses
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Barry Keoghan, Cosmo Jarvis, Niamh Algar
Thriller
Nick Rowland
Post-Production

TAltitude Films Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Ex-boxer Arm has become the feared enforcer for the drug-dealing Devers family, whilst trying to be a good father to his
five-year-old son Jack.Torn between these two families, Arm is asked to kill for the first time, and his attempt to do the right thing endangers
everyone he holds dear.
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The Canterville Ghost
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Stephen Fry, Hugh Laurie, Freddie Highmore, Imelda
Staunton, Miranda Hart, Toby Jones
Animation
Kim Burdon
Pre-Production

TCMG- Cinema Management Group
Jonathan Dubow +1 818 914 1323
info@cinemamanagementgroup.com
Market Office: Lerins M17
Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959

Synopsis:
For 300 years, Sir Simon Canterville has been haunting his ancestral home, Canterville Chase, and loving it! But everything
changes when an American family buys the estate and moves in. The family is unimpressed with Sir Simon’s ghostly antics and does not find
him scary at all… they actually find him to be a bit of a nuisance. It is not long before the family’s young twin boys are scaring him out of his wits,
chasing him through the corridors of Canterville, exhausting and weakening his spirit. Sir Simon becomes discouraged and crestfallen from the
boys’ pranks, but becomes hopeful when accompanied by the family’s teenage daughter to embark on the journey to find what caused his 300
year-old curse. Sir Simon travels with Virigina through his past and into a magical garden where he comes face-to-face with his nemesis, the
Grim Reaper, who challenges him to Sir Simon in a duel to release him from the curse. But if Sir Simon loses, he and Virigina will be trapped in
the garden for all eternity. The Canterville Ghost is a warm-hearted adaptation of the literary classic tale, a love-story and a comedy with a
spooky edge, a “very animated Oscar Wilde”.

Carmilla
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TAltitude Film Sales

Jessica Raine, Tobias Menzies, Hannah Rae, Devrim Lingnau
Drama
Emily Harris
Completed

Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
An atmospheric, coming-of-age love story steeped in eerie mystery and inspired by the gothic vampire novel of the same
name.
15-year-old Lara lives with her father and her strict governess, Miss Fontaine, in total isolation and is struggling to find an outlet for her curiosity
and burgeoning sexuality. When a carriage crash nearby brings a young girl into the family home to recuperate, Lara is enchanted by the
eponymous Carmilla.
The pair strike up a passionate relationship, which strikes fear into the heart of Miss Fontaine and a complex emotional triangulate emerges
between the three women. Local rumours of an evil supernatural presence fuel Miss Fontaine’s concern for Lara’s wellbeing and with the
exhortation of the family doctor, Fontaine seeks to put an end to the relationship for good.

Chasing Shadows
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Cengiz Dervis, Lloyd Sparsi, Julie Rose Smith, Faye Sewell
Crime
Aoun Khan
Completed

TGlobal Genesis Group
Alan Green +1 917 306 1528
sales@globalgenesisgroup.com
Market Office: Palais -1 23.06
Home Office tel: +1 310 579 9107

Synopsis:
With a similar tone to the thriller SE7EN, CHASING SHADOWS intensely follow a serial killer terrorizing a small British town.
The overwhelmed police turn to Henry, an ex-detective who is not only battling to save his marriage, he is fighting his own deadly addiction. As
the bloody, horrific killings mount, Henry’s life unravels as he chases the killer and his own demons.

A Christmas Carol
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Carey Mulligan, Daniel Kaluuya, Andy Serkis, Martin
Freeman, Simon Russell Beale, Leslie Caron, Dame Siân
Phillips
Family
Jacqui Morris
Completed

TSaboteur Media

Mark Lindsay +1 917 535 4833
sales@saboteurmedia.com
Market Office: Riviera L6
Home Office tel: +1 212 897 3922

Synopsis:
A Victorian family prepares a toy theater for their annual performance of A Christmas Carol. The grandmother narrates the
story, whilst the children change the scenery and slide the cardboard characters on and off the stage. We enter the imagination of one of the
children and are transported from the cardboard stage into one that contains real dancers and stylized sets with actors voicing the characters.

Christmas Presence
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Charlotte Atkinson, Lorna Brown, Danny Webb, Mark
Chatterton, Orla Cottingham, William Holstead
Horror
James Cook
Completed

TDevilworks

Paul Yates +44 7731 386 063
info@devilworks.eu
Market Office: Riviera G14
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063

Synopsis:
A group of friends gather for the Christmas holidays at a remote Country house; however, the festivities are soon over when
they discover a dead body and McKenzie is forced to face her dark past. As they are each killed off, one at a time by a malevolent Supernatural
force, their deepest fears become a living nightmare.

The Corrupted
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sam Claflin, Charlie Murphy, Timothy Spall, Hugh Bonneville,
Lorraine Ashbourne, David Hayman
Thriller
Ron Scalpello
Completed

TThe Exchange

Brian O'Shea +1 310 923 4477
info@theexchange.ws
Market Office: 42 La Croisette, Ent. A
Home Office tel: +1 310 935 3760

Synopsis:
"The Corrupted" follows Liam, an ex-con determined to win back the love and trust of his family after his future was stolen
from him by a crime syndicate led by Cullen, a mogul whose empire has infiltrated the highest levels.
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Cranston Academy: Monster Zone
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Animation
Leopoldo Aguilar
Completed

TDDI - Double Dutch International

Mark Padilla +1 310 227 0308
info@doubledutchmedia.ca
Market Office: 25 La Croisette, Bagatelle
Home Office tel: +1 905 503 4700

Synopsis:
From ANIMA ESTUDIOS and PRIME FOCUS WORLD comes CRANSTON ACADEMY: MONSTER ZONE. Bullied for his
intelligence and struggling to fit in at school, Danny is a 15-year-old genius that is always coming up with crazy inventions. When he is
unexpectedly offered a scholarship to Cranston Academy, a secret, prestigious boarding school for geniuses, Danny views it as a place where his
cleverness will be recognized and where he will have a chance to finally fit in. However, a school full of geniuses can make things quite
competitive – getting a 99% is considered a fail! In his quest to prove his smarts amongst his peers, Danny inadvertently opens a portal to
another dimension and unleashes a slew of monsters on the school – giant flying eyeballs, two-headed dogs and a slimy pink tentacle to name
a few! Together with his roommate Liz, and a half-moth, half-man professor aptly nicknamed Mothman, Danny must overcome the demons of
the 5th dimension and those that lurk inside him in order to save the school.

Creation Stories
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ewen Bremner, Rupert Everett, Suki Waterhouse
Biography
Nick Moran
Pre-Production

TMetro International Entertainment

Michael Yates +44 7505 659 846
sales@metro-films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Eider Penthouse,
7th fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301

Synopsis:
Creation Stories charts the true tale of the rise and fall of Creation Records and its infamous founder Alan McGee; the man
responsible for supplying the “Brit Pop” soundtrack to a decade of cultural renaissance known as Cool Britannia. We follow Alan through a drugfuelled haze of music and mayhem, as his rock’n’roll dream brings the world Oasis, Primal Scream and other generation defining bands.

Crystal's Shadow
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Mhairi Calvey, William B. Davis, Sienna Guillory, Jack
O'Halloran, Mark Arnold
Science-fiction
Ilyas Kaduji
Completed

TScreenbound Int'l Pictures
Alan Byron +44 7801 215 841
info@screenbound.co.uk
Market Office: Riviera E4
Home Office tel: +44 145 555 8160

Synopsis:
Crystal (Mhairi Calvey, Braveheart) is a Texan orphan with a tragic past. Her parents ritually abuse her, but one night, strange
lights appear outside her home and she blacked and awoke and find them brutally murdered. A few years later she flees her orphanage
believing that other-worldly forces are after her. She is discovered by a family who protects her and discovers that alien, paranormal
phenomena are real. Co-stars William B. Davis (The X Files).

Daisy

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TMultivisionnaire Pictures
Julian Mack, Hainsley Lloyd Bennett, Saabeah Theos
Science-fiction
Harry Lindley
Completed

Sean Haley +33 7 89 63 98 74
intlsales@multivisionnaire.com
Market Office: Riviera F2
Home Office tel: +1 626 737 8357

Synopsis:
Christian and her boyfriend Dru are heading to the luxurious loft of Lex’s brother Leo, a reclusive computer programmer, for
his birthday masquerade party. At the party, Leo hands out USB drives labeled “DAISY” as party favors to fellow hackers. In fact, DAISY is an
artificial intelligence — originally created by Leo as his opponent of chess games; however it has the ability to evolve and adapt, enhanced with
predatory tendency to “sacrifice the weak” to yield efficiency in order to win at all costs. When the computer virus is unleashed, Daisy locks the
apartment’s security door and cut off all cell receptions. Leo, Lex, and Dru find themselves trapped together in the building while Daisy starts
aggressively creating her own imitations of life and even manifesting new creatures for this new Paradise. The virus, evolving rapidly, takes many
forms, and gets everywhere – in the air, in the water, and under the skin. Upon a little digital signal, Lex tries to call for help, only to find an
apocalyptic outside world because the virus has been released everywhere through the party guests.

Dark Encounter
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Laura Fraser, Mel Raido, Vincent Regan, Alice Lowe, Sid
Phoenix, Grant Masters
Thriller
Carl Strathie
Production

TCMG- Cinema Management Group
Jonathan Dubow +1 818 914 1323
info@cinemamanagementgroup.com
Market Office: Lerins M17
Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959

Synopsis:
A year after the mysterious disappearance of an 8-year-old girl, we meet her grieving family as they return home from her
memorial service in their small town. Later that evening, strange lights appear in the nearby forest and the family is exposed to a strange,
inexplicable phenomenon that rattles them to the core. The origin of the lights appear to be visitors from another world that seemingly
terrorize the family. What they don’t realize is that these ‘beings’ will lead the family to the truth behind the little girl’s disturbing disappearance.

Dark Sense
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service
Shane O'Meara, Jim Sturgeon, James Robinson, Maggie
Bain, Gordon Kennedy, Siobhan Redmond, Sanjeev Kohli
Thriller
Magnus Wake
Completed

Maura Ford +44 7814 681 335
info@7and7.co.uk
Market Office: Members Club, Plage 45
Home Office tel: +44 20 7584 6402

Synopsis:
Having foreseen his own death at the hands of a serial killer, a psychic must enlist the help of an ex-special forces soldier to
track down the psychopath and evade the government agents out to exploit his special powers.
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Days Of The Bagnold Summer
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Monica Dolan, Earl Cave, Rob Brydon, Alice Lowe, Tamsin
Greig
Comedy
Simon Bird
Post-Production

TAltitude Films Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
SUE (52), works in a library. DANIEL (15), eats crisps and listens to Metallica. This was the summer Daniel was due to spend
with his father and his father’s new wife in Florida. But when they cancel his trip at the last minute, Sue and Daniel suddenly face the prospect
of six long weeks together. Over the course of one long summer, an epic war of wills rages in the unassuming battleground of their suburban
home as Sue and Daniel reckon with private tragedies – and pursue their personal passions. Based on Joff Winterhart’s award-winning graphic
novel, this is a beautifully observed, universal coming-of-age story capturing all the tension, pathos and affection of family life.

Dead Heading
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TMultivisionnaire Pictures

Lisa Ronaghan, Bryan Larkin, Pablo Raybould, Magda
Rodriguez
Crime
David Easton
Completed

Sean Haley +33 7 89 63 98 74
intlsales@multivisionnaire.com
Market Office: Riviera F2
Home Office tel: +1 626 737 8357

Synopsis:
When the flight attendant, Anna, arrives in London Heathrow after a long-haul flight from New York, she’s exhausted and
terribly irritable. Another bland hotel room just adds to her moody emotional state. A chance meeting with a good-looking man in the bar perks
up her evening and the two quickly hook up for the night. When Anna wakes the following morning, she finds herself covered in blood and the
man brutally murdered in her bed. Who did it? The circumstance put her in a difficult situation to call the police, but what is she going to do
now? How do you get rid of a body trapped in a hotel room? Anna will race against time to put the pieces together to discover a terrible
truth…She may not be alone!

Demon Eye
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TDevilworks

Darren Day, Ellie Goffe, Liam Fox, Kate James
Horror
Ryan Simons
Completed

Paul Yates +44 7731 386 063
info@devilworks.eu
Market Office: Riviera G14
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063

Synopsis:
A young woman returns to her father’s country house in the Moors, following his mysterious death and discovers a cursed
amulet, connected to local witchcraft. She discovers the amulet has dark powers and will grant you your greatest wish, but in return, she
unlocks two deadly demons, who haunt her.

Denmark
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TWestEnd Films
Rafe Spall, Simone Lykke, Thomas Gabrielsson, Benedikte
Hansen, Joel Fry, Steve Speirs
Drama
Adrian Shergold
Completed

Jonathan Walik +33 7 54 59 51 89
info@westendfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, entr. C, 1st floor
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300

Synopsis:
Herb’s life is a mess. He’s lost his welfare, can’t hold a job, can’t talk to his son, has a neighbour who won’t shut up and a diet
that consists mainly of cheap beer and mushy peas. It’s no way to live and he knows it.
Then he learns from a TV news report that Danish prisoners have it way better than he does: a job, accessible healthcare, the quiet of the
countryside, even an HDTV. They’re practically living in hotels.
He says goodbye (and good riddance) to his dingy flat and smuggles himself to Denmark aboard a cargo ship, landing in a quaint town with
everything he needs -- including a bank to rob. But when he meets a friendly local barmaid and a lovable stray dog that won’t leave his side, he
begins to wonder if prison really is his only chance of a fulfilling life.

Diego Maradona
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Asif Kapadia
Completed

TAltitude Film Sales
Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Having never won a major tournament, ailing football giant SSC Napoli had criminally underachieved. Their fanatical
support was unequalled in both passion and size. None was more feared. But how they ached for success…
On 5th July 1984, Diego Maradona arrived in Naples for a world-record fee and for seven years all hell broke loose. The world’s most celebrated
football genius and the most dysfunctional city in Europe were a perfect match for each other. Maradona was blessed on the field but cursed
off it; the charismatic Argentine, quickly led Naples to their first-ever title. It was the stuff of dreams.But there was a price… Diego could do as he
pleased whilst performing miracles on the pitch, but when the magic faded he became almost a prisoner of the city.
In a city where the devil would have needed bodyguards, Maradona became bigger than God himself. This is the wild and unforgettable story of
God-given talent, glory, despair and betrayal, of corruption and ultimately redemption.

Dirty God
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TIndependent
Vicky Knight, Katherine Kelly
Drama
Sacha Polak
Completed

Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Blanca
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
Jade is a young mother recovering from an acid attack that has left her with severe facial burns. Her face has been
reconstructed, but her beauty is gone.
Distanced from her daughter, Jade finds solace in the hidden world of online liaisons where she uncovers the passion and connection she's
craved. But when her life is turned upside down once more, those around can do little to halt her descent. As her family life and friendships start
to crumble, Jade takes drastic action, finally finding the path back to her daughter and herself.
DIRTY GOD is a powerful film about motherhood, courage and self-acceptance.
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A Dog Called Money
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Seamus Murphey
Completed

TAutlook Filmsales

Salma Abdalla +43 676 900 3771
salma@autlookfilms.com
Market Office: Riviera J5
Home Office tel: +43 7 203 46934

Synopsis:
As imaginative as the creative process it documents, A DOG CALLED MONEY is a uniquely intimate journey through the
inspiration, writing and recording of a PJ Harvey record.
Writer and musician Harvey and award-winning photographer Seamus Murphy, hatched a collaboration. Seeking first-hand experience of the
countries she wanted to write about, Harvey accompanied Murphy on some of his worldwide reporting trips, joining him in Afghanistan,
Kosovo, and Washington DC. Harvey collected words, Murphy collected images.
Back home, the words become poems, songs, then an album, which is recorded in an unprecedented art experiment in Somerset House,
London. In a specially constructed room behind one-way glass, the public - all cameras surrendered - are invited to watch the 5-week process as
a live sound-sculpture. Murphy exclusively documents the experiment with the same forensic vision and private access as their travels.
By capturing the immediacy of their encounters with the people and places they visited, Murphy shows the humanity at the heart of the work,
tracing the sources of the songs, their special metamorphosis into recorded music, and, ultimately, cinema.

Dog'Y'Dog And The Bone Story

TGFM Films

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Animation
Dan St Pierre
Production

Synopsis:

A teenage dog goes on the road trip of a lifetime in search of his missing ‘doggynaut’ father.

Dragonflies Only Live For 24 Hours
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Karl Kennedy Williams, Judson Vaughan, Julie Rose Smith,
Paul Coster, Harriet Madeley, Faith Elizabeth, Bhasker Patel,
Christian Dapp
Crime
Richard Anthony Dunford
Completed

TCrossing The Screen
Domenico Della Valle +44 7961 896 149
domenico@crossingthescreen.org
Home Office tel: +44 7961 896 149

Synopsis:
Two ambitious detectives stakeout a potential drugs ring. The story goes back and forth between this present day thread
and seeing how they quickly rose through the ranks of the police force while investigating a suspected gang-related murder with racial
connotations.

Eternal Beauty
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sally Hawkins, David Thewlis, Billie Piper, Penelope Wilton
Drama
Craig Roberts
Completed

TBankside Films
Jake Riley-Hunte +44 7703 466 654
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 5th fl A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
Eternal Beauty follows Jane (Sally Hawkins) who, after being left at the altar, had a breakdown spiralled into a chaotic
episode of schizophrenia lasting 20 years in which love (both real and imagined) and family relationships collide. Things change when she
begins a darkly comic romance with Mike (David Thewlis), a failed musician and fellow lost soul.

The Etruscan Smile
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Brian Cox, Rosanna Arquette, Jj Feild, Thora Birch, Peter
Coyote, Treat Williams,
Family
Oded Binnun
Completed

TMoonrise Pictures

Colette Aguilar +34 918 326 550
colette@moonrisepictures.eu
Market Office: 42-43 La Croisette
Home Office tel: +34 918 326 550

Synopsis:
The Etruscan Smile stars acclaimed British actor Brian Cox as Rory MacNeil, a rugged old Scotsman who reluctantly leaves
his beloved isolated Hebridean island and travels to San Francisco to seek medical treatment. Moving in with his estranged son, Rory sees his
life transformed through a newly found bond with his baby grandson.

Farming
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

THanWay Films

Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje, Damson Idris, Kate Beckinsale,
Gugu Mbatha-Raw
Drama
Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje
Completed

Janina Vilsmaier +44 7599 712 186
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
FARMING is the electrifying true story of Enitan (Damson Idris), a young Nigerian boy, 'farmed out' by his parents to a white
British family in the hope of giving him a better future. Instead, Enitan grows up to become the feared leader of a white skinhead gang in 1980s
England.
Fuelled by themes of identity, power, love and betrayal, FARMING is rich with compelling characters: A Fagin-Like foster mother Ingrid (Kate
Beckinsale), charismatic gang leader Levi , and at its heart our flawed hero, Enitan, a lost and tortured soul, desperately searching for a mother's
love as he struggles to find himself in a brutal world. When all seems lost and Enitan spirals into self-destruction, a benevolent teacher (Gugu
Mbatha-Raw) offers him one last chance at redemption…
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The Father
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TEmbankment Films

Anthony Hopkins, Olivia Colman
Drama
Florian Zeller
Pre-Production

Calum Gray
info@embankmentfilms.com
Market Office: 29 rue du
Commandant Andre
Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739

Synopsis:
A Man Refuses All Assistance From His Daughter As He Ages. As He Tries To Make Sense Of His Changing Circumstances, He
Begins To Doubt His Loved Ones, His Own Mind And Even The Fabric Of His Reality.

First Love
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

THanWay Films

Masataka Kubota
Crime
Takashi Miike
Completed

Janina Vilsmaier +44 7599 712 186
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
Leo, a down-on-his-luck young boxer who meets his first love, Monica, a call girl and an addict but still an innocent. Monica
unwittingly gets caught up in a drug-smuggling scheme, and the two are pursued through the night by a corrupt cop, a yakuza, Leo’s nemesis
and a female assassin sent by the Chinese Triads.

Fisherman's Friends
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:
Shanties.

For Sama
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Tuppence Middleton, James Purefoy, Noel Clarke, Daniel
Mays, David Hayman
True Story
Chris Foggin
Completed

TLegacy Rights

James Scott +44 7973 499137
jscott@legacyrights.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 20 7043 2740

Ten fisherman from Cornwall are signed by Universal Records and achieve a top ten hit with their debut album of Sea

TAutlook Filmsales
Documentary
Waad Al Kateab
Completed

Salma Abdalla +43 676 900 3771
salma@autlookfilms.com
Market Office: Riviera J5
Home Office tel: +43 7 203 46934

Synopsis:
FOR SAMA is both an intimate and epic journey into the female experience of war. A love letter from a young mother to her
daughter, the film tells the story of Waad al-Kateab's life through five years of the uprising in Aleppo, Syria as she falls in love, gets married and
gives birth to Sama, all while cataclysmic conflict rises around her. Her camera captures incredible stories of loss, laughter and survival as Waad
wrestles with an impossible choice- whether or not to flee the city to protect her daughter's life, when leaving means abandoning the struggle
for freedom for which she has already sacrificed so much.

The Forgiven
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TBurdigala Production

Forest Whitaker, Eric Bana
Drama
Roland Joffe
Completed

Olivier Bureau +33 6 76 29 82 06
burdigalaprod@hotmail.fr
Home Office tel: +33 6 76 29 82 06

Synopsis:
Archbishop Desmond Tutu (Whitaker) finds himself morally and intellectually challenged by Piet Blomfield (Bana), a
convicted murderer serving a life sentence in prison and seeking redemption for the atrocities he committed. Tutu must fight to hold together a
country threatening to tear itself apart once again without losing himself in the process.

Four Kids And It
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Michael Caine, Paula Patton, Matthew Goode, Russell Brand
Family
Andy De Emmony
Post-Production

T13 Films

Ross Marian +1 760 218 1429
mail@13films.net
Market Office: 35 La Croisette, Villa Bernard
Home Office tel: +1 310 358 3026

Synopsis:
New couple Alice (Patton) and David (Goode) take their less than enthusiastic children on a family holiday in a Cornwall
cottage to meet each other for the first time. The holiday takes an unexpected turn when the kids discover a magical (and very grumpy!)
Psammead (Caine) on the local beach, a creature with the power to grant wishes. They also meet local oddball Tristan (Brand), who wants to
capture the Psammead for his own gain. The ensuing adventure brings the new siblings together and teaches them to accept their parents new
found happiness.

Glia

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TShooting Film
Adrian Paul, Fady Elsayed, Arnas Fedaravicius, Bobby
Lockwood, Gary Webster, Vanessa Grasse, Elinor Crawley
Drama
Richard Faria
Completed

Richar Faria +44 7767 823 284
r.faria@shootingfilm.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7767 823 284

Synopsis:
Alex, a young BioTech scientist, discovers his new employer has major staff shortages and is on the verge of bankruptcy.
After an encouraging talk with the CEO he decides to create a new drug. He secretly uses his employer’s laboratory to create a smart drug but
soon realises he can only manufacture small amounts. He contacts his wealthy friend Satish who gets excited by the possibility of making some
easy money. Satish funds the hire of some industrial robots so their engineer friend Gunther can build a drug manufacturing plant.
Pushed for time, Alex decides to ignore all safety procedures and takes the drug himself. All goes well until he discovers the drug has some
unusual side effects. They ramp up production which arouses the suspicion of the security forces, led by Clive.
When Clive and his armed forces find the drug factory, our desperate, drug induced scientists hit back with everything they have. A train of
events is put into motion that cannot be stopped.
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G-Loc
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

T365 Flix International

Steven Moyer, Casper Van Dien, Tala Gouveia, , John RhysDavies
Science-fiction
Tom Paton
Post-Production

Karinne Behr +1 310 739 0877
sales@365flix.com
Home Office tel: +1 727 273 2045

Synopsis:
Bran Marshall flees a freezing Earth through "The Gate" and must fight for his life in order to get himself and fellow refugees
onto the planet Rhea.

The Go-Go's
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TKew Media Distribution
Documentary
Alison Ellwood
Production

Tom Bairstow
london@kewmedia.com
Market Office: 6 rue Florian, 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6506

Synopsis:
Underpinned by full access to the band members and their candid testimonies, a wealth of personal and public archive,
and an evocative soundtrack, this is a film which takes us to the heart of the 80s New Wave music scene and the intriguing world which existed
between punk and pop – a blurred line between light and shade which The Go-Go’s and its members embodied.
This documentary feature unpacks the complexities of a group whose upbeat, kitsch sound belied the dark realities of what was happening off
stage.

A Good Woman Is Hard To Find
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sarah Bolger, Edward Hogg, Andrew Simpson
Drama
Abner Pastoll
Post-Production

TIndependent

Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Blanca
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
Sarah is a recently widowed young mother. Her son Ben has been an elective mute since the day he witnessed his father
being knifed to death on their estate. Police have done nothing to catch the killer, categorising his death as a falling out amongst thieves. Then
Tito literally bursts into Sarah’s world. He's ripped off drug-dealers and decides to stash the stolen drugs in her flat. Frightened senseless, Sarah
wants nothing to do with this but caught between a rock and a hard place, she sees an opportunity to use Tito to gain information about what
might have happened to her husband with the hope of eventually returning to some semblance of a normal life.

The Great Green Wall
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Inna Modja,
Documentary
Jared P. Scott
Post-Production

TSeville International

Lorne Price
sevilleinternational@filmsseville.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Albatros 5th fl
Home Office tel: +1 514 878 2282

Synopsis:
Executive Producer Fernando Meirelles (City of God, The Constant Gardener) and Malian musician Inna Modja take us on an
epic journey along Africa’s Great Green Wall — an ambitious vision to grow a wall of trees stretching across the entire continent to fight against
increasing drought, desertification and climate change.

A Greyhound Of A Girl
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Animation
Enzo D'Alo
Pre-Production

TGFM Films
Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
Written by renowned Irish author Roddy Doyle, A Greyhound of a Girl is a moving and masterful tale of four generations of
women, including a ghost, who find themselves learning about love, life and loss. This beautiful animated love story with a difference will
appeal to mothers, daughters and granddaughters aged 10+.

Gwen
Cast:

TGreat Point Media

Jordan Allwood +44 7568 215 011
lmeurin@greatpointmedia.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali #2D
Home Office tel: +44 20 3873 0033

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Maxine Peake, Richard Harrington, Eleanor WorthingtonCox
Drama
William McGregor
Completed

Synopsis:

In the stark beauty of 19th Century Snowdonia a young girl tries desperately to hold her home together.

Happy New Year, Colin Burstead
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Neil Maskell, Sura Dohnke, Hayle Squiers, Peter Ferdinando,
Charles Dance, Joe Cole
Drama
Ben Wheatley
Completed

TGoalpost Film
Tristan Whalley +44 7771 966 190
tristan@goalpostfilm.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali 5th fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7585 3230

Synopsis:
Colin Burstead rents a lavish country manor for his extended family to celebrate New Year's Eve. Unfortunately for Colin, his
position of power in the family is under serious threat following the arrival of his estranged brother, David.
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The Haunted
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Cormoran 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Sophie Stevens, Kirstie Steele, Nick Bayly
Horror
David Holroyd
Completed

Synopsis:
Arriving at a rambling, isolated house for her first nightshift, young carer Emily is left alone to face a terrifying vengeful spirit
in this disturbingly clever, psychological horror.

Heart Of Darkness
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TCelsius Entertainment

Michael Sheen, Matthew Rhys, Andrew Scott, Camille Cottin,
Judi Dench
Animation
Gerald Conn
Pre-Production

Thierry Wase-Bailey
in@celsiusentertainment.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7193 1801

Synopsis:
A young sailor named Marlow travels to the Congo to take up a position as riverboat captain for an ivory trading company.
His first task is to follow the Congo River in search of the mysterious Mr Kurtz, an agent of the company who has gone rogue. On his way he and
his crew encounter widespread inefficiency and brutality in the company’s stations, but this is nothing compared to what they find at Kurtz’s
station: deep in the wilderness he has become the ruler of his own brutal kingdom, exerting power of life and death over his native subjects.

Homeless Ashes
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jason Flemyng, Angela Dixon, Andrew Lee Potts
Drama
Marc Zammit
Completed

TAt The Helm Productions

Lisa Munsterhjelm +1 416 316 2749
lisamunsterhjelm@atthehelmproductions.com
Market Office: Canadian Pavilion 121
Home Office tel: +1 416 316 2749

Synopsis:
Frankie, a young boy who stands up to his fear and runs from home ending up homeless with no choice but trying to
survive life on the streets.

Horrible Histories: The Movie
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Craig Roberts, Kim Cattrall, Nick Frost, Kate Nash, Derek
Jacobi
Comedy
Dominic Brigstocke
Completed

TAltitude Film Sales
Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Atti is a Roman teenager with brains but very little brawn. When one of his clever schemes falls foul of Emperor Nero, Atti is
forced to join the army and is sent to miserable, cold, wet Britain where the natives are revolting - quite literally.
Things go from bad to worse when Atti is captured by Orla, a feisty teenage Celt desperate to prove herself as a warrior. When Orla’s
grandmother, Brenda, is then kidnapped by an enemy tribe, Atti seizes on the opportunity to save his own skin by using his Roman know-how
to help Orla save her.
Meanwhile a furious Nero is determined to crush the rebellion, led by Boudicca, Queen of the Iceni. After narrowly avoiding a very sticky end in a
bog, Atti rejoins his Roman troops and discovers they are preparing for an historic showdown with the Celts at the Battle of Watling Street. Atti’s
brains could save the day but they could also spell disaster for Orla as the two new friends find themselves lined up on opposite sides of the
battlefield.

How To Build A Girl
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Beanie Feldstein, Paddy Considine, Alfie Allen, Sarah
Solemani, Chris O'Dowd, Emma Thompson,
Comedy
Coky Giedroyc
Post-Production

TProtagonist Pictures

Charlotte Lopez
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 7th fl #7A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
It’s 1993, and there’s only one way for a fat, bright, funny, working-class sixteen year old (Beanie Feldstein) to break out of
her tiny, crowded house in Wolverhampton, and go on the somehow noble sex-quest she desires - to reinvent herself as swashbuckling, tophat-wearing rock critic Dolly Wilde, and explode all over London. The only question is - was Dolly Wilde the right girl to build?

I Love My Mum
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kierston Wareing, Tommy French
Comedy
Alberto Sciamma
Completed

TFilm Seekers
Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7850 096510
info@film-seekers.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Albatros 2nd fl #20
Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698

Synopsis:
Following a car crash Ron and Olga are bizarrely transported from their comfy world into an uncertain one -- from the
safety of their living-room in England, into an alien world in North Africa and across Europe. Without money or documents and still in their
pyjamas, they will need to put aside their mutual animosity and find a way back.
Olga and her son Ron, both living in the portside town of Tilbury, manage to accidently exile themselves from their own country over an
argument about cheese. As if being stranded in Morocco without documents or money wasn’t enough, they have to find a way to immigrate
back home.
With a relationship that is strained at the best of times, mother and son have to survive each other as well as a journey across the Mediterranean
and European continent. As their absurd adventure unfolds, the two come face-to-face with their own insecurities. While the manipulative but
uninhibited mother hides her vulnerabilities behind her crass and carefree manners, her juvenile son struggles between wanting his own
independence and needing his mother’s support.
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Ilkley
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TIndependent

Derek Jacobi, Roger Allam, Tom Brooke, Anna Maxwell
Martin, Harry Melling
Comedy
Harry Michell
Post-Production

Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 rue Mace, Numa Blanca
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
Orphaned brothers and Christian radicals, Tim and Vic, arrive in Ilkley with the relatively straightforward task of
assassinating infamous secularist Professor John Huxley. However, after a classic case of mistaken identity, they find themselves having
murdered the wrong man. Now stuck in the town during Ilkley's busiest weekend, they wait for the arrival of a foreboding mentor to give them
instruction. The mission must still be completed - that's providing Vic’s rage, Tim’s doubts or the efforts of foul-mouthed Detective Inspector
Brough don't get in the way first.

In Fabric
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TBankside Films

Marianne Jean-Baptiste
Fantasy
Peter Strickland
Completed

Jake Riley-Hunte +44 7703 466 654
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 5th fl A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
In Fabric is a haunting ghost story set against the backdrop of a busy winter sales period in a department store and follows
the life of a cursed dress as it passes from person to person, with devastating consequences.

The Intergalactic Adventures Of Max Cloud
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Scott Adkins, Lashana Lynch, Tommy Flanagan, John
Hannah
Science-fiction
Martin Owen
Post-Production

T365 Flix International

Karinne Behr +1 310 739 0877
sales@365flix.com
Home Office tel: +1 727 273 2045

Synopsis:
A dorky 90's teenager is trapped inside a video game where space cruiser crashes on a planet that is home to an
intergalactic prison.

Is That You?
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TBreaking Glass Pictures

Gabriela Ramos, Jorge Enrique Caballero, Lynn Cruz,
Osvaldo Doimeadiós, Eslinda Núñez
Horror
Rudy Riverón Sánchez
Completed

Richard Wolff +1 267 355 3286
rich@bgpics.com
Market Office: Riviera H6
Home Office tel: +1 267 324 3934

Synopsis:
Living in a modest shack in the Cuban countryside, thirteen year old Lili and her mother appear trapped in a meagre,
suffocating existence by her domineering father, Eduardo. His sudden absence should represent a new freedom for the girl and her mother, but
Lili is distraught, and we come to discover just how strong the influence of this monstrous man is over his family. In desperation at losing
Eduardo, Lili carries out a ritual taught to her by a spiritualist to help bring him back, leading Lili to uncover a disturbing truth about her father's
disappearance.

Joy Womack: The White Swan
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Joy Womack, Nikita Ivanov-Goncharov, Elizabeth Shvedenko
Documentary
Dina Burlis
Post-Production

TReason8 Films

Alexandra Manning +44 7711282814
info@reason8films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 7914 621 232

Synopsis:
Joy grew up in a typical American family. She always wanted to be a ballet dancer and moved to Russia when she was 15 to
follow her dream. Without a word of Russian, not completely fit for the physical requirements of Russian ballet dancers, Joy shows her strength
and dedication to ballet and accomplishing her dreams. We follow Joy’s personal and professional life: from her daily challenges, injuries,
performances to becoming a ballet dancer with Bolshoi Theatre group and then prima ballerina of Kremlin Ballet, where she has performance
of her lifetime - Swan Lake, before closing this chapter of her life and leaving Russia to pursue new opportunities.

Kate Nash Underestimate The Girl
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kate Nash, Linda Buratto, Emma Hugues, Alicia Warrington
Documentary
Amy Goldstein
Completed

TWide House
Anaïs Clanet +33 6 83 22 18 06
infos@widehouse.org
Market Office: Riviera G2
Home Office tel: +33 1 53 95 24 41

Synopsis:
At 18, Kate Nash reached the stratosphere of pop music, vaulting from a working class family in North London into
worldwide tours, a platinum record.
A few years later, Kate is breaking down, defrauded by her manager and dropped by an industry that cannot find a place for her in the girl-pop
machine; Kate sets out to build a better world, dedicated to the artist as creator, not commodity, and using, as she always has, the uplifting
power of online culture and her own authentic voice.
She pursues acting as another form of artistic expression (and way of making a living) and lands a part in the TV series GLOW.
Punk renegade, TV wrestling queen, and DIY leader of an all-girl band, Kate’s journey is an inspiring call to the creative heart in all of us: be
fearless.
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Kensuke's Kingdom
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Family
Kirk Henry
Pre-Production

TBankside Films

Jake Riley-Hunte +44 7703 466 654
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 5th fl A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
When Michael is washed up on an island in the Pacific after falling from his parents’ yacht, he struggles to survive on his
own. He can’t find food and he can’t find water, and as Michael and his dog curl up to sleep, he knows they cannot last long.
But he soon realises there is someone close by, someone who is watching over him and helping him to stay alive. Following a close-run battle
between life and death, the mysterious stranger - Kensuke - allows Michael into his world and they become friends, teaching and learning from
each other, until the day of separation becomes inevitable.

Kill Ben Lyk
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TOrange Studio
Simone Ashley, Martyn Ford, Eugene Simon, Gretchen Egolf
Thriller
Erwan Marinopoulos
Completed

Emilie Serres +33 6 43 30 32 55
contact.orangestudio@orange.com
Market Office: 35 La Croisette
Home Office tel: +33 1 57 36 11 11

Synopsis:
Within 24 hours three people have been murdered in London, all by the name of Ben Lyk. Scotland Yard decides to gather
together all the other Ben Lyks located in London until they can figure out who’s after them and why.

Killers Anonymous
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Gary Oldman, Jessica Alba, Suki Waterhouse
Thriller
Martin Owen
Completed

TFabrication Films

Miriam Elchanan +1 214 454 0310
miriam@fabricationfilms.com
Market Office: Riviera H6
Home Office tel: +1 323 874 2655

Synopsis:
A support group of killers is held regularly, the participants sit in a circle of trust and share their transgressions.
Onthis particular night, the city has been rocked by the failed assassination of a Senator and the brutal and professional demise of his
attempted assassin. A chain of events is already in motion, as the group congregates for their late-night session. The very fabric of the group
begins to unravel, as one layer of betrayal leads to another.
Welcome to Killers Anonymous. The meeting is now in session …

Lancaster Skies
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jeffrey Mundell, Rosa Coduri, Henry Smith, Kris Saddler, Vin
Hawke
Drama
Callum Burn
Completed

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Cormoran 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
1943: Angry and bereaved by the death of his younger brother, Flight Lieutenant Douglas Miller, a broken, solitary, spitfire
ace, who survived The Battle of Britain, transfers to Bomber Command, determined to take the war to the skies over Germany.
On arriving at his new posting, he is given the unenviable task of replacing the much loved Skipper of an experienced Lancaster Bomber crew,
who was killed in action just days before. Struggling to bond with his new crew, and obsessed with his mission to wage war at any cost, Douglas
must find a way to gain their trust, and overcome his inner demons, in order to become the leader they so desperately need.

The Last Boy
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TSonovision

Luke Goss, Flynn Allen, Peter Guinness, Anna Wilson-Jones
Science-fiction
Perry Bhandal
Completed

Konrad Sosnowski +48 669 518 787
info@sonovision.pl
Market Office: Creative Europe Pavilion 118
Home Office tel: +48 669 518 787

Synopsis:
The world at an end, a dying mother sends her young son on a journey to the place that grants wishes. The Last Boy is a SciFi, Fantasy drama inspired by the works of the 13th Century Sufi Mystic and Poet Rumi.

The Last Bus
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TCelsius Entertainment

Timothy Spall, Celyn Jones
Drama
Gillies Mackinnon
Pre-Production

Thierry Wase-Bailey
in@celsiusentertainment.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7193 1801

Synopsis:
Heart-warming tale of an old man whose wife has just passed away- and with his free local bus pass travels to the other
end of the UK- to where they originally moved from- using only local buses, on a nostalgic trip but also carrying his wife’s ashes in a small
suitcase, ‘taking her back’ and in doing so he meets local people, and by the end of his trip he’s a celebrity. But he’s also unwell, so it could be his
last bus trip…
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The Last Right
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TSeville Int'l

Michiel Huisman, Niamh Algar, Samuel Bottomley, Colm
Meaney
Comedy
Aoife Crehan
Post-Production

Lorne Price
sevilleinternational@filmsseville.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Albatros 5th fl
Home Office tel: +1 514 878 2282

Synopsis:
New York-based Daniel Murphy wakes on a flight home to Ireland for his Mum’s funeral to find elderly passenger Pardraig
Murphy has died in the next seat. To his surprise the lonely Padraig had just listed him as his next-of-kin.
In a bid to persuade his autistic brother Louis to return to New York with him, Daniel agrees to drive Padraig’s remains all across Ireland, from
Cork to Rathlin Island, to be buried with his brother. Hitching a ride in the passenger seat is the funeral home temp Mary on a desperate mission
to correct a drunken mistake. Meanwhile, the police realise Daniel has no business driving off with Padraig’s body, and Daniel, Mary and Louis
find themselves the focus of a nationwide manhunt.
As they cross the country and the border, sparks ignite between Mary and Daniel. But when a long-buried family secret endangers the fragile
truce between the brothers, Mary finds herself caught in the crossfire.
With its unique sense of humour, this is a bittersweet comedy that will tug at your heartstrings.

The Last Tree
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TGreat Point Media

Sam Adewunmi, Gbemisola Ikumelo, Tai Golding
Drama
Shola Amoo
Completed

Jordan Allwood +44 7568 215 011
lmeurin@greatpointmedia.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali #2D
Home Office tel: +44 20 3873 0033

Synopsis:
Fem is a British boy of Nigerian heritage who, after a happy childhood in rural Lincolnshire, moves to inner London to live
with his mum. Struggling with the unfamiliar culture and values of his new environment, teenage Femi has to figure out which path to
adulthood he wants to take.

The Ledge
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TGFM Films

Science-fiction
Howard J Ford
Pre-Production

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
It follows the story of Kelly, a young woman chased by the group of men who murdered her best friend Sophie after she
witnesses the tragedy. Kelly's only way to survive will be to free-climb a steep rock wall trying to reach the summit of the mountain.

Let There Be Rock

TLionsgate

Ella Field +33 4 93 68 41 04
!internationalsales@lionsgate.com
Market Office: 14 rue des Belges, Villa d'Estelle,
4th fl
Home Office tel: +1 310 255 3700

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Anthony Hopkins,
Musical
Philip John
Pre-Production

Synopsis:
music.

Old school meets new school when a group of unlikely mates band together to put their differences aside for their love of

Let'S Dance
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TReason8 Films
Denis Reconvald, Valentina Voitenko, Roman
Chukhmanenko, Dmitriy Frid
Drama
Oleksandr Berezan
Completed

Alexandra Manning +44 7711282814
info@reason8films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 7914 621 232

Synopsis:
Nikita, talented young dancer, enters Let's Dance competition to earn money for his brother's surgery but a brief encounter
with a famous singer Liza, who hosts the competition, puts his chances of winning and even life at risk.

Liam Gallagher: As It Was
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Gavin Fitzgerald
Completed

TAltitude Film Sales
Charlie Kemball +33 4 89 68 50 15
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: 9 rue États-Unis, 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Liam Gallagher is not only one of the greatest frontmen of all time, but also one of the most original, controversial and
charismatic stars of his generation. With his audacious swagger and electrifying presence, he showed the world what it meant to be a rock star
in a band that conquered the world. But in the years that followed, Liam has been stuck in the creative shadow of his brother Noel. He has
struggled to define his role as a man and an artist, ricocheting between projects whilst fighting his own personal demons.
LIAM GALLAGHER: AS IT WAS will tell the emotional story of how Liam went from the dizzying heights of his champagne supernova years in
Oasis, to living on the edge; ostracised and lost in the musical wilderness of boredom, booze and bitter legal battles.
The film will be an honest and revealing portrait of Liam’s musical resurrection, exploring the pressures he was under turning his life around,
revealing how he risked everything in launching a solo career and shining a light on the harsh life lessons he learnt over the years.
Liam has provided directors Charlie Lightening and Gavin Fitzgerald unparalleled access to every area of his life and the film offers an intimate
insight into the mayhem and mania of his world. Key performances from Reading, One Love Manchester and Glastonbury will be prominently
featured as well as interviews with family, colleagues and collaborators. This will be a candid and honest portrait of a rare talent.
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The Lies We Tell Ourselves
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jane Badler, Saara Lamberg, Ezel Doruk, Rhiannon
Jorgensen, David Farrington, Andy Hazel, Eeva Putro, James
Dudelson
Drama
Saara Lamberg
Production

TInnuendo Movie Pty

Saara Lamberg +35 845 634 8687
innuendofeaturefilm@gmail.com
Home Office tel: +61 4 1090 6725

Synopsis:
An eccentric director on the rise travels to Cannes, Berlin, New Caledonia, Australia and England to create her latest art
house film and jumps many entertaining hurdles before realizing her vision.

Life With Dog
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TPure Flix / Quality Flix
Corbin Bernsen, Chelsey Crisp, Marilu Henner
Family
Corbin Bernsen
Completed

Ron Gell +1 310 713 7486
ron.assist@pureflix.com
Market Office: Riviera B10
Home Office tel: +1 818 436 0053

Synopsis:
"My wife had faith, I had doubt - you'd be surprised how well those two work together!" That's been Joe Bigler's "life
operating manual" until his wife died in a mysterious bicycle accident. Now without her faith to help him mourn, and his doubt driving toward a
mystery surrounding her death, Joe is left with more questions than he can handle, and quickly finds himself spiraling into a dark abyss uncertain of all things. His rescue comes in the form of a Dog who wanders into his rose garden and refuses to leave. "Dog," as Joe
unaffectionately refers to him, never utters a single bark, but engages Joe in silent conversation, and together they form an unexpected bond.
And with that bond comes a new understanding of love, mercy, and compassion along with the beginnings of a personalized faith that helps
Joe not only begin to grieve and heal, but also discover the answers to the unsolved mystery surrounding his wife's accident...and ultimately an
ability to forgive at the highest level.

Little Joe
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TCoproduction Office

Emily Beecham, Ben Whishaw, Kerry Fox
Drama
Jessica Hausner
Completed

Sophie Cabon +33 4 92 99 33 14
info@coproductionoffice.eu
Market Office: Riviera L8
Home Office tel: +33 1 56 02 60 00

Synopsis:
Alice, a single mother, is a dedicated senior plant breeder at a corporation engaged in developing new species. She has
engineered a very special crimson flower, remarkable not only for its beauty but also for its therapeutic value: if kept at the ideal temperature,
fed properly and spoken to regularly, this plant makes its owner happy. Against company policy, Alice takes one home as a gift for her teenage
son, Joe. They christen it ‘Little Joe’ but as it grows, so too does Alice’s suspicion that her new creations may not be as harmless as their
nickname suggests.

Lonely Hearts
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TDarkside Releasing
Sue Dawes, Chris Mills
Horror
Sam Mason Bell
Completed

Vince D'Amato
vince@darksidereleasing.com
Market Office: Canadian Pavilion 121
Home Office tel:

Synopsis:
A reality TV show has deadly consequences for five single people looking for romance...
The British countryside is anything but idyllic in this spine chilling horror offering that will have you on the edge of your seat! Will this be your
last date?

Lynn & Lucy
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TCharades

Roxanne Scrimshaw, Nichola Burley
Drama
Fyzal Boulifa
Completed

Jean-Félix Dealberto +33 6 29 87 45 04
sales@charades.eu
Market Office: 3 Rond Point Dubois D'Angers
Home Office tel: +33 9 84 10 27 84

Synopsis:
A study of violence and hysteria at a societal level played out through the lives of two best friends, whose relationship is
tested after a tragedy.

Made In Italy
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

THanWay Films
Liam Neeson, Micheál Richardson
Romance
James D'Arcy
Pre-Production

Janina Vilsmaier +44 7599 712 186
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
Made In Italy is a heart-warming comedy set in glorious Tuscany about bohemian London artist Robert (Neeson), who
returns to Italy with his estranged son Jack (Richardson) to make a quick sale of the house they inherited from his late wife. Neither expects to
find the once beautiful villa in such a state of disrepair…
Renovations go badly, and father and son find themselves at odds – not for the first time. Robert’s comical lack of DIY experience leads him to
seek help from some colourful locals, but for Jack, the state of the house seems to mirror his search for memories of happier times with his
mother. Then Jack falls for Natalia, a vivacious young Italian chef, who restores both body and soul with delights from her local trattoria - until
the pair find their developing relationship in jeopardy from Natalia’s jealous and threatening ex-husband.
As Robert and Jack painstakingly restore the villa to its previous glory, they also start to mend their relationship. The future may now look quite
different and surprise them both.
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Make Up
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TProtagonist Pictures

Molly Windsor, Joseph Quinn, Stefanie Martini
Drama
Claire Oakley
Post-Production

Charlotte Lopez
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 7th fl #7A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
On a remote holiday park in Cornwall, a young woman is drawn into a mysterious obsession when she suspects her
boyfriend has cheated on her.

Meeting Gorbachev
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Andre Singer
Completed

TDogwoof

Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903
info@dogwoof.com
Market Office: Riviera H6/H8
Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244

Synopsis:
Using Gorbachev’s personal archives as well as interviews with key political players from the last 30 years, MEETING
GORBACHEV is a deeply humanising portrait of one of the 20th Century’s most defining politicians and one of the men who ended the Cold
War.

Midnight Traveler
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Hassan Fazili
Completed

TDoc & Film Int'l

Daniela Elstner +33 6 82 54 66 85
sales@docandfilm.com
Market Office: Riviera L12
Home Office tel: +33 1 42 77 56 87

Synopsis:
When the Taliban puts a bounty on Afghan director Hassan Fazili’s head, he is forced to flee with his wife and two young
daughters. Capturing their uncertain journey, Fazili shows both the danger and desperation of their multi-year odyssey and the tremendous
love shared between them.

Military Wives
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kristin Scott Thomas, Sharon Horgan
Comedy
Peter Cattaneo
Post-Production

TEmbankment Films
Calum Gray
info@embankmentfilms.com
Market Office: 29 rue du
Commandant Andre
Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739

Synopsis:
Inspired By Global Phenomenon Of Military Wives Choirs, The Story Celebrates A Band Of Misfit Women Who Form A Choir
On A Military Base. As Unexpected Bonds Of Friendship Flourish, Music And Laughter Transform Their Lives, Helping Each Other To Overcome
Their Fears For Loved Ones In Combat

A Million Little Pieces
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Aaron Taylor-Johnson, Billy Bob Thornton, Odessa Young,
Giovanni Ribisi, Juliette Lewis
Drama
Sam Taylor-Johnson
Completed

TSierra / Affinity

Ashley Alexander +1 424 253 1060
info@sierra-affinity.com
Market Office: 61 La Croisette, Le Drap d'Or
Home Office tel: +1 424 253 1060

Synopsis:
An alcoholic and a drug addict, 23 year-old James has two options: treatment or death. After waking up on a plane with a
smashed up face and no memory of the past few weeks, he heads to rehab where he discovers much more than detox and therapy. As James
endures the white-knuckle journey of mending his broken body, he heals his broken soul by connecting with other kindred spirits who also
yearn and fight for a better life.

Monsoon

TProtagonist Pictures

Charlotte Lopez
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 7th fl #7A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Henry Golding, Parker Sawyers, David Tran, Molly Harris
Drama
Hong Khaou
Post-Production

Synopsis:
American War.

Kit, a British Vietnamese man, returns to Saigon for the first time in over 30 years, after fleeing during the Vietnam-

Mr. Jones
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TWestEnd Films
James Norton, Vanessa Kirby, Peter Sarsgaard
Drama
Agnieszka Holland
Completed

Jonathan Walik +33 7 54 59 51 89
info@westendfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, entr. C, 1st floor
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300

Synopsis:
Academy Award™ nominee Agnieszka Holland brings to the screen the extraordinary untold story of Gareth Jones, an
ambitious young Welsh journalist who travelled to the Soviet Union in 1933 and uncovered the appalling truth behind the Soviet “utopia” and
Stalin’s regime.
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Mrs. Lowry & Son
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Vanessa Redgrave, Timothy Spall
Drama
Adrian Noble
Completed

TThe Exchange

Brian O'Shea +1 310 923 4477
info@theexchange.ws
Market Office: 42 La Croisette, Ent. A
Home Office tel: +1 310 935 3760

Synopsis:
An intimate and comical portrayal into one of the greatest artists of the 20th Century, L.S. Lowry, and his unhappy and
controlling relationship with his bed-ridden mother, Elizabeth. Elizabeth actively tried to dissuade her bachelor son from pursuing his artistic
ambitions, whilst never failing to voice her opinion at what a disappointment he was to her. The film follows Lowry in the beginnings of his
career as he yearns to transition into having his work appreciated in London and beyond. We quickly come to learn that it is his disdainful
mother, not his want of talent that is the ultimate obstacle to his success. At the same time, the film explores how Elizabeth is the very reason
Lowry paints anything at all, as he desperately seeks to create something, anything, which will make her happy, creating a clever layer of tragic
irony. This powerful, yet humorous drama imagines the impact this obsessive mother and son relationship had on the great artist.

Muscle
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TWestEnd Films

Cavan Clerkin, Craig Fairbrass
Thriller
Gerard Johnson
Post-Production

Jonathan Walik +33 7 54 59 51 89
info@westendfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, entr. C, 1st floor
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300

Synopsis:
Simon isn’t living the life he wants. He’s tired of his dead-end job at a call centre – and he isn’t even any good at it. He and
his girlfriend are painfully drifting apart. He’s sick of his pudgy body and his life. It’s time to make a change and hit the gym.
His inexperience, timid nature, and soft body stick out in this run-down gym full of Schwarzeneggers. Immediately, he draws the attention of an
intimidating personal trainer named Terry who offers to coach him. Terry’s criminal past, impulse to humiliate, and aggressive style all concern
Simon – but he swiftly sees results and finally feels alive.
All too quickly though, Simon’s life spins out of control after his girlfriend leaves him and Terry becomes his boss, friend, and roommate. Simon
suddenly finds himself trapped, stuck in a self-destructive spiral, as every aspect of his life now dangerously rests in Terry’s big, tough hands...

The Naked Wanderer
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Angus McLaren, Sophie Kennedy Clark, Natasha Liu
Bordizzo, John Cleese
Road movie
Alan Lindsay
Post-Production

TGFM Films

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
A heartbroken young man decides to walk 4,000km along the coast of Western Australia in the searing heat, wearing
nothing but a loin cloth & a backpack…

Neighborhood Pet Watch
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Animation
Kevin Riley
Production

TSC Films Int'l
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +33 4 93 39 89 87
info@scfilmsinternational.com
Market Office: 24 La Croisette, 3fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900

Synopsis:
Frederick, an adorable puppy and his best friend Mila team up with the local neighborhood pets that include a boa
constrictor, guinea pig, a cat and a tortoise, to thwart an evil gang attempting to take over their beloved city. Full of action and adventure,
Frederick proves that you are never too small to take on an enormous challenge!

New Creature
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TFiremagine Pictures
Allen Williamson, Troy Hall, Shawn Whitsell, Diana Silloats
Thriller
Seth Christian
Pre-Production

Rick Romano
mail@firemagine.com
Home Office tel:

Synopsis:
In the late 1800's, Mallory finds herself at an eerie cabin by the crossroads, as she must find the truth to who she is, how she
arrived and where she is going. As a series of mysterious events occur with the caretakers and three visitors, Mallory's moral compass takes a
psychological turn.

Off The Rails
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TMetro International Entertainment
Kelly Preston, Sally Phillips, Jenny Seagrove, Franco Nero,
Ben Miller
Drama
Jules Williamson
Post-Production

Michael Yates +44 7505 659 846
sales@metro-films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Eider Penthouse,
7th fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301

Synopsis:
Now in their 50’s, four friends recreate an inter-rail journey across Europe, but this time 18-year-old Maddie is taking her
mother’s place, fulfilling her dying wish. With lost passports, train strikes and romantic entanglements thrown in their way, they must put old
feuds aside to complete the journey within five days and remind themselves that they are still at their peak.
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The Owners
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TVersatile

Maisie Williams,
Horror
Julius Berg
Pre-Production

Pape Boye +33 6 27 72 62 35
info@versatile-films.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, entr. F,1640A
Home Office tel: +33 1 76 21 61 68

Synopsis:
Rural England; the early 1990s. Childhood friends Nathan and Terry are spurred on by out-of-town sociopath Gaz to rob the
Huggins, the elderly local doctor and his wife. Nathan’s girlfriend Mary is dead against the plan but the lads are set: the doctor’s house is
isolated, there’s a safe full of cash, no none will be home. It’s their way out of the shithole they’ve been born into.
But the Huggins return early. The tables are turned and a deadly game of cat and mouse ensues, leaving the youngsters fighting to save
themselves from a nightmare they could never have imagined...

Party Of Valice
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rachel Brownstein, Martha Niklas, Panda Marcella
Edgcombe-Craig, Roland Martial, Maria Lee Metheringham,
Dani Thompson, Ryan Jones, Kian Pollard
Thriller
Maria Lee Metheringham
Completed

TGreat Northern Productions
Maria Lee Metheringham
greatnorthernproductionsuk@gmail.com
Home Office tel: +44 7761 325 003

Synopsis:
Three beautiful and enchanting ladies seduce and grab the attention of a group of misfit punks at a gig in a grungy
backstreet club. When they are invited back to a private after party at the house of Valice, the ladies are surprised to find that they themselves
become the victims of the madness which they try to create and the Vampires must join forces with the Punks to defeat a new evil.

Perfect 10
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TThe Bureau
Frankie BOX, Alfie DEEGAN, Jenna Goodwin
Drama
Eva Riley
Post-Production

Clementine Hugot +33 6 68 65 74 44
sales@lebureaufilms.com
Market Office: Riviera L4
Home Office tel: +33 1 40 33 33 80

Synopsis:
15-year-old Leigh is a gymnast focused on her first competition on the squad. Leigh’s life is turned upside down when her
older half-brother Joe, who she didn’t know existed, comes to stay with her and her father. But when her confidence at gymnastics is knocked,
Leigh finds herself caught up in an underground world of moped crime with her brother. Starting to find excitement and the attention she has
been so desperately needing, Leigh stands at a crossroads between her gymnastic dreams and an exciting new world...

Profit And Loss

TKew Media Distribution

Tom Bairstow
london@kewmedia.com
Market Office: 6 rue Florian, 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6506

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Rupert Russell
Post-Production

Synopsis:

Profit & Loss reveals the players behind the world’s commodity markets, and how they’ve become engines of chaos.

Rattlesnakes
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TKew Media Distribution
Jimmy Jean-Louis, Jake Coleman
Drama
Julius Amedume
Completed

Tom Bairstow
london@kewmedia.com
Market Office: 6 rue Florian, 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6506

Synopsis:
A neo-noir psychological thriller adapted from the acclaimed stage-play, award-winning writer/director Julius Amedume’s
Rattlesnakes tells the story of California life guru and family man Robert McQueen.
What begins as a typical day of client meetings and therapy sessions takes a turn for the worse… He’s expecting to meet a regular client in a
rented apartment, but instead he’s ambushed by three masked men and held hostage.
McQueen is accused of sleeping with each man’s wife. He pleads his innocence, but faced with being beaten and tortured, what he reveals will
change all of their lives forever – but will it be enough to save his?

Ray & Liz
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TLuxbox
Ella Smith, Justin Sallinger, Patrick Romer, Deirdre Kelly,
Sam Gittins, Joshua Millard-Lloyd,
Drama
Richard Billingham
Completed

Fiorella Moretti +33 6 26 10 07 65
festivals@luxboxfilms.com
Market Office: 23 rue Bivouac Napoléon
Home Office tel: +33 1 71 37 99 34

Synopsis:
On the outskirts of Birmingham and the margins of society the Billingham family perform extreme rituals and break social
taboos as they muddle through a life decided by factors beyond their control. At times shocking and laced with an unsettling humour, three
episodes unfold as a powerful evocation of experience of growing up in a Black Country council flat.

Reborn
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TJinga Films

Kayleigh Gilbert, Barbara Crampton, Michael Pare, Chaz
Bono, Rae Dawn Chong, Monte Markham
Horror
Julian Richards
Completed

Kevin Law +44 7971 845 546
info@jingafilms.com
Market Office: Riviera G7
Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679

Synopsis:
A stillborn baby girl is abducted from hospital by a morgue attendant and brought back to life. On her sixteenth birthday
she escapes captivity and sets out to find her birth mother leaving a bloody trail of destruction behind her.
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Recovery
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TBankside Films

Tim Roth, Ben Hardy
Action/Adventure
Adam Randall
Completed

Jake Riley-Hunte +44 7703 466 654
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 5th fl A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
A tense thriller set against the backdrop of a country under siege from a dangerous terrorist. On a dark winter's night, a
tow-truck driver and his two passengers drive towards their destination. One of them is the terrorist and the other two men will be his next
victims.

Remember, Remember
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Mark Hindman Smith, Richard Carter, Carl Howe, Alex
Parten
Historical
Mark Hindman Smith
Completed

TGlobal Genesis Group
Alan Green +1 917 306 1528
sales@globalgenesisgroup.com
Market Office: Palais -1 23.06
Home Office tel: +1 310 579 9107

Synopsis:
The world knows Guy Fawkes as a famous rebel who was going to blow up the King of England and the British Parliament.
What the world doesn’t know is that Guy Fawkes and his Squad of well-armed companions were also vampire hunters. REMEMBER REMEMBER
is a Vampire action/horror feature that takes place in the 1600s as Guy Fawkes, like VAN HELSING, pledges to rid the English countryside of
blood-sucking vampires. It is pure swashbuckling action with bloodthirsty vampires all set in the true history of U.K.’s most famous doomed
rebel.

Rise Of The Footsoldier: The Spanish Heist
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Craig Fairbrass, Terry Stone, Roland Manookian
Thriller
Andrew Loveday
Production

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Distribution
Evelyn Xing +44 7493 127 126
office@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 23 rue Macé
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
Fresh out of prison, Pat Tate (Craig Fairbrass) steps right back into his Essex nightclub business. But although the money is
good, he can't stop brooding about the man who had him put away. It's not long before he's off to Marbella to find Frank Harris and seek his
revenge. But Harris is long dead and the middle man Terry Fisher offers Pat the biggest drug deal of his life. All Pat needs is for his pals Tony and
Craig to deliver the cash from Essex to close the deal. But Craig being Craig, turns a simple plane trip to a massive road trip with a stolen VW van
and its hippie German owner in tow. All Tony wants is to make it back in time to support his best friend Nigel Benn at the boxing match of his
life. But when their cash gets stolen and Pat is threatened by a local firm, Pat comes up with an even more audacious plan and to get them
back to England in time for Tony to walk Nigel Benn out to one of history's greatest fights.

Rizen: Possession
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Julian Rhind-Tutt, Adrian Edmondson, Sally Phillips
Horror
Matt Mitchell
Completed

TAPL Film / Augusta Productions Ltd
Brian Sweet +1 702 612 8126
brian@aplfilm.com
Market Office: Canadian Pavilion 121
Home Office tel: +1 604 628 4444

Synopsis:
A group of young urban explorers and a private military unit could become the final pieces in a 60-year plan to reopen a
door that should have stayed closed. But what they unleashed could almost tear our world apart.

Rocketman

TParamount Pictures

Ann Gianopulos +33 6 70 93 26 54
Home Office tel: +1 323 956 5000

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Taron Egerton, Jamie Bell
Biography
Dexter Fletcher
Completed

Synopsis:

A musical fantasy about the fantastical human story of Elton John's breakthrough years.

Romantic Comedy
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jessica Barden, Charlie Lyne, Anne T. Donahue, Cameron
Cook, Simran Hans, Brodie Lancaster, Eleanor McDowall,
Laura Snapes
Documentary
Elizabeth Sankey
Completed

TThe Yellow Affair

Karolina Dwyer +1 718 290 5914
contact@yellowaffair.com
Market Office: Riviera D2
Home Office tel: +358 50 360 0350

Synopsis:
ROMANTIC COMEDY is a documentary that goes beneath the surface of our favourite films, seeking to better understand
the way we view love, relationships, and romance. Romantic Comedies are hugely successful and deeply loved by many but often have avoided
critical analysis. Helped by a diverse chorus of writers, actors and filmmakers, and with original songs by her band Summer Camp, director
Elizabeth Sankey embarks on a journey of investigation and self-discovery.

Rose

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TGreat Point Media

Sophie Rundle, Matt Stokoe
Horror
Jennifer Sheridan
Production

Jordan Allwood +44 7568 215 011
lmeurin@greatpointmedia.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali #2D
Home Office tel: +44 20 3873 0033

Synopsis:
Gripped by a violent, terrifying illness, Rose lives in seclusion with her husband, but the arrival of a stranger shatters the
fragile refuge they have built.
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A Rose In Winter
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Run

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Zana Marjanovic, Anja Kruse, Ken Duken, Christian Cooke,
Franco Nero, Carl Markovicz,
Biography

TLocations With Groove

Ruggero Devirgiliis +49 176 7110 3139
devirgiliis@hotmail.com
Home Office tel: +49 176 7110 3139

Completed
Edith Stein. A Champion of Feminism. A Carmelite Nun. A German jew. A Canonized Saint.

TFilm Constellation
Mark Stanley, Marli Siu, Amy Manson, Anders Hayward
Drama
Scott Graham
Completed

Chloe Tai
info@filmconstellation.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Dauphin 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605

Synopsis:
The Northern Scottish town of Fraserburgh; where boys become men through late-night drag racing as they dream of
escapism. Like many, Finnie, a 36-year old former street racer, now works at the local fish factory with his teenage son, who is slowly following in
his footsteps. One night, struggling to deal with his inner turmoil, and no longer able to ignore the fact that he's going nowhere, he decides to
go for one final joyride and risks losing his family forever.

The Runaways
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Mark Addy, Tara Fitzgerald, Lee Boardman, Molly Windsor
Action/Adventure
Richard Heap
Completed

TMoviehouse Entertainment

Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494
info@moviehouseent.com
Market Office: Riviera H6
Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909

Synopsis:
After their home life is turned upside down three children and the family donkeys escape across the backbone of Northern
England, confronting both the harsh landscapes and what it means to be siblings. A throwback to classic children's adventure films but with a
modern aesthetic.

Saint Maud

TProtagonist Pictures
Charlotte Lopez
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Ibis 7th fl #7A
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Morfydd Clark, Jennifer Ehle
Horror
Rose Glass
Post-Production

Synopsis:

Maud, a reclusive live-in nurse, becomes dangerously fixated with saving her newest patient’s soul.

Saint Seiya: Knights Of The Zodiac
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Action/Adventure
Tomek Baginski
Pre-Production

TGFM Films

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
A troubled young man answers the call to become the Pegasus Knight in order to save mankind from threatening
mythological forces.

Sally Potter Untitled
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Elle Fanning, Javier Bardem, Salma Hayek, Chris Rock, Laura
Linney
Drama
Sally Potter
Post-Production

THanWay Films
Janina Vilsmaier +44 7599 712 186
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
Acclaimed writer-director Sally Potter provides Academy Award® and Golden Globe-winning actor Javier Bardem with a
role that showcases his unique versatility. He is joined by Academy Award® nominee Salma Hayek, three-time Academy Award® nominee
Laura Linney and multi Emmy Award-winning comedian Chris Rock, for the film, a masterful and touching chronicle of a day in one man's life,
and of the unconditional bond with his daughter, played by Elle Fanning.
The film follows 24 hours in the life of father and daughter Leo (Bardem) and Molly (Fanning) as she grapples with the challenges of dealing with
her father’s chaotic mental state. But as they weave their way around New York City, their ordinary but stressful day takes on a hallucinatory and
epic quality, for Leo is seamlessly flowing in and out of several parallel lives; a passionate marriage with his childhood sweetheart Dolores
(Hayek) in Mexico; a struggling career as a drummer in Manhattan with his more successful lover, Adam (Rock); and a life of solitude on a
remote Greek island, where a chance encounter with two young tourists unmasks the uncomfortable truths of a family life left behind...
The film weaves a rich, cinematic tapestry as Leo's parallel lives – visible only to him - gradually unravel in moments of tragedy, happiness, regret
and humour. It is only his daughter who gradually begins to understand his extraordinary secret.

Samurai Marathon
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Takeru Sato, Nana Komatsu, Mirai Moriyama
Drama
Bernard Rose
Post-Production

THanWay Films

Janina Vilsmaier +44 7599 712 186
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
At the end of Edo period, a lord of Annaka clan gathers his retainers and announces to hold a marathon to train themselves
for potential attacks from overseas. With a carrot dangled in front of them, retainers join the marathon to get a prize. In the meanwhile, the
central Edo government sends an assassin to kill the Annaka lord, after receiving a message from their spy Jinnai who has mistaken the
assembly as a sign of rebellion. To straighten out the fatal misunderstanding, Jinnai and other retainers run desperately to save the domain
head from the assassin.
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Scarborough
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TGlobal Screen

Jodhi May, Jessica Barden, Jordan Bolger, Edward Hogg
Drama
Barnaby Southcombe
Completed

Klaus Rasmussen +49 172 1539 839
info@globalscreen.de
Market Office: Riviera L7
Home Office tel: +49 89 24 41 29 55 00

Synopsis:
Part love story and probing social commentary, Scarborough explores the impulsive nature of forbidden love and its
unpredictable consequences. The dilapidated charm of the Victorian hotel makes for an interesting counterpoint with the teenage lovers’
youthful optimism and careless passion. Directed by Barnaby Southcombe (“I, Anna”), the film stars Jodhi May (“Ginger & Rosa”), Jordan Bolger
(“iBoy”, “Peaky Blinders”), Edward Hogg (“Imagine”, “Anonymous”) and Jessica Barden (“The Lobster”, “Far From the Madding Crowd”) in the lead
roles, and is produced by Christopher Granier-Deferre (“Lady Macbeth”, “The Levelling”, “Apostasy”).
Two mismatched lovers arrive at the British seaside town of Scarborough, seeking an escape from the constraints of real life. Liz, desperately shy
and beautiful, seems older than her companion, the happy-go-lucky and impulsive Daz. In their faded hotel room, amongst the peeling
wallpaper and away from the prying eyes of their hometown, they laugh, quarrel, make love and enjoy their anonymity. In an identical room in
the same hotel, the sensitive artist Aiden and Beth, a fiery and impulsive young woman, tell the same story. As both couples are forced to come
to terms with the illicit nature of their love, power shifts from one lover to the other, and joy turns to suffering as they reel from the destructive
force of unbridled love.
The hotel rooms are the couples’ safe haven, but also a self-imposed prison, avoiding as they must the outside world. After all, at barely 16 years
old, two of them are still at school.... and the other two, their own teachers.

Show Me The Picture: The Story Of Jim Marshall
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jim Marshall
Documentary
Alfred George Bailey
Completed

TFilm Constellation
Chloe Tai
info@filmconstellation.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Dauphin 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605

Synopsis:
An outsider with attitude, Show Me The Picture: The Story of Jim Marshall chronicles the infamous photographer’s life
behind and outside the camera. A child of immigrants and a life battling inner demons, Jim fought his way to become one of the most trusted
mavericks behind a lens throughout 60’s history.
A passion for music led him to capture some of the most iconic figures in music history from Bob Dylan, The Rolling Stones, to the infamous
image of Jimi Hendrix burning his guitar. It was his abrasive but honest approach to his subjects combined with incredible skill to build trust
that expanded his portfolio beyond celebrities, documenting history across the ages.

Six Minutes To Midnight
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Eddie Izzard, Judi Dench, Jim Broadbent
Thriller
Andy Goddard
Post-Production

TLionsgate
Ella Field +33 4 93 68 41 04
!internationalsales@lionsgate.com
Market Office: 14 rue des Belges, Villa d'Estelle,
4th fl
Home Office tel: +1 310 255 3700

Synopsis:
In this edge-of-the-seat spy thriller inspired by real events, a teacher at an exclusive English finishing school is caught up in
a Nazi conspiracy that could defeat Britain before the war even starts.

Sooty And The Trifle Of Doom
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Family
John Stephenson
Pre-Production

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Cormoran 3rd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
Lovable characters Sooty, Sweep and Soo, set out on a hilariously doomed road trip, in this exciting new family adventure
from the creators of Gnomeo and Juliet.
Having promised to find missing royalty, the King and Queen Teddies, and return them home to Blackpool in time for a very special Teddy
Bear’s picnic, Sooty and the gang embark on a madcap journey across the country, coming face-to=face with none other than Sooty’s arch
enemy, the Colossus of Crime along the way. Up to his usual tricks, Colossus has stolen a priceless diamond from a local museum… a diamond
that inadvertently ends up in a tray of trifles that Sooty has collected for the famous picnic!
Incorporating film parodies of everything from Night of the Living Dead, to Top Gun and The Greatest Showman, Sooty and the Trifle of Doom is
a spectacular treat, full of fun and laughter for all the family, packed with slap-stick humour, cream-pies, gallons of trifle, and a whole heap of
Sooty’s unique magic.

Sorry We Missed You
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kris Hitchen, Debbie Honeywood
Drama
Ken Loach
Completed

TWild Bunch

Alain de la Mata +44 77 1265 0132
sales@wildbunch.eu
Market Office: 5 Square Mérimée – 1er étage
Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 22 54

Synopsis:
Ricky and his family have been fighting an uphill struggle against debt since the 2008 financial crash. An opportunity to
wrestle back some independence appears with a shiny new van and the chance to run a franchise as a self-employed delivery driver.
It’s hard work, and his wife’s job as a care worker is no easier. The family unit is strong but when both are pulled in different directions
everything comes to breaking point.
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Soundtrack To Sixteen
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Scarlett Marshall, James Calloway, Jamal Hadjkura
Comedy
Hillary Shakespeare
Completed

TShakespeare Sisters

Hillary Shakespeare +44 7711 355 296
soundtrakctosixteen@shakespearesisters.com
Home Office tel: +44 7738 912 782

Synopsis:
Maisy is obsessed with a guy who will never get with her. She is self- conscious and constantly overanalysing. But she’s
sixteen and can’t help it. Ben - another awkward teen from a nearby school - is happy being a nerd and thinking he’s better than everyone else
until his grades start plummeting and he can’t work out why. When they meet on the night bus - Maisy still in pyjamas from a humiliating
sleepover, Ben killing time riding around the route after getting sent home for shouting in assembly - Maisy finally has someone she can open
up to. After trying to switch friendship groups she has ended up with no friends at all and she’s mortified that she still hasn’t had her first kiss.
The two fall into a tumultuous friendship but as exams loom and they must fight their anxieties, they find support in each other while they try
and work out if there’s more to the relationship than friendship.

Spirits

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TGFM Films

Animation
Todd Edwards
Pre-Production

Claudia Ramos +44 7508 172 215
general@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Rado Beach Helen
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
To earn his angel wings and be set free, wandering ghost Jacob Marley recruits an oddball team of spirits to pull off the
haunting of a lifetime: scare Scrooge into a better man!

Stardust
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TFilm Constellation

Johnny Flynn, Jenna Malone, Marc Maron
Drama
Gabriel Range
Pre-Production

Chloe Tai
info@filmconstellation.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Dauphin 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605

Synopsis:
Charting the transformation of one of the greatest international superstars in music history, STARDUST tells the story of a
young David Bowie during his first visit to America in 1971; a trip that inspired the invention of his iconic alter ego Ziggy Stardust.

Summit Fever

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Distribution

Evelyn Xing +44 7493 127 126
office@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 23 rue Macé
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Freddie Thorp
Action/Adventure
Julian Gilbey
Pre-Production

Synopsis:

A young climber spends a hedonistic summer in Chamonix whilst attempting the world's deadliest trio of mountains.

Tell It To The Bees
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Anna Paquin, Holliday Grainger
Romance
Annabel Jankel
Completed

TFilm Constellation

Chloe Tai
info@filmconstellation.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Dauphin 2nd fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605

Synopsis:
Gripped by a failing marriage and the responsibilities of having a young son, Lydia (Holliday Grainger) finds solace in her
growing bond with the town’s new female doctor Jean (Anna Paquin). But this is the 1950s in a post-WWII rural Scotland, and the womens’
relationship prompts raised eyebrows in their provincial circles. A romance before its time, TELL IT TO THE BEES is a heart-wrenching portrait of
a love against all odds.

This Weekend Will Change Your Life
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

David Bamber, Niky Wardley, Caitlin Innes Edwards, James
Utechin, Adam Paul Harvey, Tom Richards, Kate Sissons
Thriller
Robert Mullan
Completed

TDevilworks

Paul Yates +44 7731 386 063
info@devilworks.eu
Market Office: Riviera G14
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063

Synopsis:
A group of misfits head to a therapy retreat in the back country, hoping to develop self awareness and find enlightenment
from their troubled lives. Waiting for them is a manipulative leader, who targets the damaged and vulnerable, creating a toxic atmosphere,
which leads to crime and murder.

The Timeless Library
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Thriller
Marcos Mereles
Pre-Production

TFiremagine Pictures
Rick Romano
mail@firemagine.com
Home Office tel:

Synopsis:
Leonard, a hasty teenager, wakes up trapped in a mysterious library along two strangers, no memories of how he ended up
there and no apparent way out. After discovering in a ripped page he has 48 hours left to save his life, a sick game of trust and deceit begins to
uncover the truth, escape the library, and turn an unwanted destiny.
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The Tormented

TMC Film Production

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@mcfilm.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Matt Patresi, Marnie Baxter, Bruce McGuire
Horror
Tim Pickett
Completed

Synopsis:
Mafia cult.

A young English couple move to Calabria to get over the death of their son only to become embroiled with a supernatural

Trick Or Treat
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TEvolutionary Films

Craig Kelly, Dean Lennox Kelly, Shaun Parkes, Jamie Sives,
Maimie McCoy, Hugo Speer, Kris Marshall, Jason Flemyng
Black comedy
Ed Boase
Completed

Michael John
info@evolutionaryfilms.com
Market Office: Riviera F14
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340

Synopsis:
Taking place over the course of a single psychedelic Halloween night in a ghostly Blackpool, depressed Greg Kielty's life is
turned upside down when his estranged brother Dan turns up, claiming to have drunkenly run someone over. But has Dan in fact just murdered
a psychopathic gangster's son? Or maybe he's stage-managed the whole scenario to scare Greg out of town so he can cement his affair with
Greg's wife?

The Trip To Greece
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Steve Coogan, Rob Brydon
Comedy
Pre-Production

TGoalpost Film

Tristan Whalley +44 7771 966 190
tristan@goalpostfilm.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali 5th fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7585 3230

Synopsis:
When Odysseus left Troy it took him 10 years to get back to his home in Ithaca. Steve and Rob have only 6 days on their
personal odyssey in 'The Trip to Greece'. On the way they argue about tragedy and comedy, astronomy and biology, myth, history, democracy
and the meaning of life.

True History Of The Kelly Gang
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Russell Crowe, George Mackay, Nicholas Hoult
Thriller
Justin Kurzel
Post-Production

TMemento Films Int'l
Tanja Meissner +33 6 22 92 48 31
sales@memento-films.com
Market Office: 84 rue d'Antibes, Fifth Floor
Home Office tel: +33 1 53 34 90 33

Synopsis:
Set against the badlands of colonial Australia where the English rule with a bloody fist and the Irish endure, Ned Kelly
(George MacKay) discovers he comes from a line of Irish rebels called the Sons of Sieve, an uncompromising army of cross dressing bandits
immortalized for terrorizing their oppressors back in Ireland.
Nurtured by the notorious bushranger Harry Power (Russell Crowe) and fueled by the unfair arrest of his mother, Ned Kelly recruits a wild bunch
of warriors to plot one of the most audacious attacks of anarchy and rebellion the country has ever seen.
Loved by the people, feared by his enemies and carved in history Ned Kelly is more than a Robin Hood, he is a f***ing legend.

An Unquiet Life
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Hugh Bonneville, Rebecca Ferguson
Drama
John Hay
Pre-Production

TSaboteur Media
Mark Lindsay +1 917 535 4833
sales@saboteurmedia.com
Market Office: Riviera L6
Home Office tel: +1 212 897 3922

Synopsis:
Roald Dahl was the man who came up with Willy Wonka and Oompa Loompa's; the BFG; Matilda's telekinesis; Mr. Fox's
larcenous ways; Mr. & Mrs. Twit and the Grand High Witch. The Worl's greatest storyteller but perhaps, more surprisingly, this is also a story about
Patricia Neal; "the new Garbo"; one of the finest actors of her generation. Two people who came out of a tunnel of grief over the death of a child;
one with a classic book in their hand; the other with an Oscar. Both, in different ways, inspired to greater creativity by a great tragedy.

Unseen
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TFilm Seekers

Rebecca Rogers, Nathalie Buscombe, Laurence Saunders
Thriller
Justin Edgar
Post-Production

Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7850 096510
info@film-seekers.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Albatros 2nd fl #20
Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698

Synopsis:
Former Royal marine Commando and single mother Sam is brutally kidnapped on her way to the pharmacy. She wakes up
disoriented in what seems to be a deserted military factory. Worried that she has left her baby alone at home, she hurries to find a way out but
all exits have been sealed.
She soon realises that she is not alone. Someone or something is preying on her. Stalked and attacked by an invisible foe, she must use all of her
military skills and knowledge to survive this deadly game of cat and mouse.
When she discovers that her kidnapper is a serial killer wearing a quantum stealth suit that renders him invisible and that the compound is
guarded by military drones, she unleashes all her strength in the hope to get back to her baby.
Unseen is a nail-biting suspense thriller based around a highly original suspense concept.
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Vengeance 2
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TEvolutionary Films

Stu Bennett, Vinnie Jones, Katrina Durden, Phoebe
Robinson-Galvin, Mark Griffin, Sam Benjamin, Jessica-Jane
Stafford
Action/Adventure
Ross Boyask
Post-Production

Michael John
info@evolutionaryfilms.com
Market Office: Riviera F14
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340

Synopsis:
Former special-forces soldier John Gold is given the opportunity to bring Sean Teague - the man who betrayed his team on
their final mission in Eastern Europe several years ago - to justice. Gold would cheerfully see Teague dead, but he is convinced to help transport
him to a military prison to pay for his crimes. Along the way, Gold will have to fight off Teague's team who are attempting to extract him, as well
as a sniper seemingly hell-bent on killing Teague before he can be secured.

Waiting For Anya
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Noah Schnapp, Jean Reno, Anjelica Huston, Thomas
Kretschmann
Drama
Ben Cookson
Completed

T13 Films

Ross Marian +1 760 218 1429
mail@13films.net
Market Office: 35 La Croisette, Villa Bernard
Home Office tel: +1 310 358 3026

Synopsis:
During World War II a young boy named Jo stumbles on a dangerous secret: children are being smuggled out of Nazioccupied France to the safety of Spain. When German soldiers move into town, things become even more dangerous for those involved. Jo and
his grandfather Henri devise a plan with the help of Benjamin and the Widow Horcada, to stage one last daring effort to get all of the children
across the border to safety. But if they are caught it’s not only the end for the children, but also for Jo and his family…

Walking With Elephants

TPalm Tree Universal

Mairi Sutherland +44 7736 800 774
mairi@palmtreefilm.com
Home Office tel: +44 7736 800 774

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Robbie Moffat, Red Rock
Documentary
Robbie Moffat
Completed

Synopsis:
extinction?

Elephants are dying out by the hands of humankind. Can humanity be persuaded to change its ways to save them from

We Too
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TWT Movies

Cengiz Dervis, Silvia Busuioc, Nigel Lowe, Jake Levitt, Ryan
Davies, Dave Wong, Luke Christian
Drama
Deborah Hadfield
Completed

Jackie Withey +44 7943 264358
wtmoviesltd@gmail.com
Home Office tel: +44 7943264358

Synopsis:
All his life Rob Hardy’s hidden a secret.The battle between his heart and head forced him to the edge of sanity. Wrestling
with memories of how his life changed as a child and a man he searches for peace.
When his Dad returned from war with PTSD they’re forced to build a new life together. Learning martial arts helps them calm their demons.
Meeting Gabriela he found Love and grace. Her faith and acceptance of Rob filled him with hope. As a refugee she has suffered the horrors of
war. But Rob’s father believes serving is the only way to honour his family.
Now he must choose what kind of man he wants to be. Can he find the courage to face his secret, accept himself and make the right choice?

The White Crow
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Oleg Ivenko, Louis Hofmann, Ralph Fiennes, Sergei Polunin,
Adèle Exarchopoulos, Olivier Rabourdin, Raphaël Personnaz
Thriller
Ralph Fiennes
Post-Production

Synopsis:

The story of Rudolf Nureyev's defection to the West.

Wildfire
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

THanWay Films

Janina Vilsmaier +44 7599 712 186
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

TGreat Point Media

Nika McGuigan, Nora-Jane Noone
Drama
Cathy Brady
Production

Jordan Allwood +44 7568 215 011
lmeurin@greatpointmedia.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Bengali #2D
Home Office tel: +44 20 3873 0033

Synopsis:
The story of two sisters who grew up on the fractious Irish border. When one of them, who has been missing, finally returns
home, the intense bond with her sister is re-ignited. Together they unearth their mother's past but uncovered secrets and resentments which
have been buried deep, threaten to overwhelm them.

Winter Ridge
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TFilm Seekers
Matt Hookings, Michael McKell, Justin McDonald, Hannah
Waddingham
Thriller
Dom Lenoir
Completed

Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7850 096510
info@film-seekers.com
Market Office: Grand Res. - Albatros 2nd fl #20
Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698

Synopsis:
Detective Ryan Barnes has his world turned upside down when his wife ends up in a coma following a car accident.
Spending his days visiting her and desperately hoping she’ll recover, Ryan is pulled into a case involving a spate of deaths of old people suffering
from dementia.
As the bodies begin to pile up, Ryan suspects that the deaths aren’t coincidental as they first appear and he believes they are the work of a serial
killer. As he desperately searches for the killer, Barnes’ doubts increase. Do the motives fit the killer he’s chasing?
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Women Make Film: A New Road Movie Through Cinema
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Mark Cousins
Completed

TDogwoof

Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903
info@dogwoof.com
Market Office: Riviera H6/H8
Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244

Synopsis:
The monumental but largely unrecognized efforts of female filmmakers across the years are highlighted and celebrated in
this latest and epic entry from filmmaker and historian Mark Cousins.

Wounds
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TAnnapurna Pictures

Zazie Beetz, Armie Hammer, Dakota Johnson
Drama
Babak Anvari
Completed

Brent Robinson
brobinson@annapurnapics.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 724 5678

Synopsis:
Will is a bartender in New Orleans. He has a great job, great friends, and a girlfriend, Carrie, who loves him. He skates across
life’s surface, ignoring complications and concentrating on enjoying the moment. One night at the bar, a violent brawl breaks out, which injures
one of his regular customers and causes some college kids to leave behind a cell phone in their haste. Will begins receiving disturbing texts and
calls from the stranger’s phone. While Will hopes to not get involved, Carrie gets lost down a rabbit hole investigating this strange malevolence.
They’ve discovered something unspeakable, and it’s crawling slowly into the light.

Wunderkammer
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Francesco Invernizzi
Completed

TMagnitudo Film

Chiara Telarucci
sales@magnitudo.it
Market Office: Riviera A10-C1
Home Office tel: +39 29 737 0850

Synopsis:
What are wonders and what does it mean to collect them? The wunderkammer – also known as cabinets of wonder in
English or cabinet de curiosités in French – emerged among sovereigns and elite collectors in the 16th century. There are extraordinary rooms all
over the world: those of the past, the Renaissance cabinets that became, during the course of the 18th century, some of today’s major museums,
and those of the present, whose contents come from the most prestigious galleries to be displayed in amazing villas and castles.
Eccentric and priceless oddities and private collections still exist. The film enters these secret places to reveal the wonder that lies inside them,
as never seen before.

XY Chelsea
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TDogwoof

Documentary
Tim Travers Hawkins
Completed

Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903
info@dogwoof.com
Market Office: Riviera H6/H8
Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244

Synopsis:
After instigating the largest of leak of secrets in US history - when she disclosed 750,000 documents to Wikileaks - exsoldier and trans woman Chelsea Manning was supposed to spend most of the rest of her life behind bars in an all-male military prison. But on
January 17 2017, President Barack Obama commuted her sentence, in an unprecedented and controversial move that divided the United States
and the world.
XY Chelsea follows Chelsea Manning as she leaves prison after seven years inside, and begins a new life, whilst at the same time having to deal
with the far-reaching consequences of her past - the historic leaks that lead to her prison sentences, the unintended celebrity status that is
thrust on her as one of the world’s most notorious whistleblowers, and transitioning to become the woman she has always known herself to be.
XY Chelsea is an intimate character portrait of a fascinating, unique and complex woman, a true rebel and outsider, who after making history
must now start a new life, in a world which is far from welcoming, and in the shadow of rising Nationalism and intolerance, which has fomented
hate and division throughout America.

You Can Tutu

TAutomatic Entertainment

Jacoby Bancroft +1 775 443 1726
info@automaticent.com
Market Office: Riviera J4
Home Office tel: +1 310 402 2829

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Lily O'Regan, Stuart Manning, Rosina Carbone, Kelly Sims
Family
James Brown
Completed

Synopsis:
that you can.

A heart-warming family film about one girl's dream of dancing in the lead and realizing the only way to do it, is believing

The Young Cannibals
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Megan Purvis, Samuel Freeman, Hannah Louise Howell,
Benjamin Sarpong-Broni, Kim Spearman, David Patrick
Stucky,
Horror
Kris Carr
Completed

TDevilworks

Paul Yates +44 7731 386 063
info@devilworks.eu
Market Office: Riviera G14
Home Office tel: +44 7731 386 063

Synopsis:
A group of friends head to a secluded campsite, where they plan on spending a relaxing weekend by the lake. What they
didn’t plan on, was being tricked into eating burgers made of human flesh. This act summons an unrelenting supernatural creature, which will
hunt them down one by one. Abandoned in the wilderness, they must fight for their lives if they wish to make it out of the woods.
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Prepared by

Although great efforts have been made to present correct and up-to-date details, no warranty is made regarding
the accuracy or completeness of the information in this listing.
Films have been included because they match several criteria, including:
Where completed, films are less than one year old (not seen at or before Cannes 2018).
They are represented in person by a contactable sales company or producer at Cannes in 2019.
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